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ALKUQUEKQUE.

VOLUME 20

FRAUDS IN

TRAGEDIES IN
REAL LIFE OF

THE DENVER

j

ELECTIONS

DAILY REPORT

Three Men Blown to Pie- - Shall Not Be Investigated
Says Supreme Court
ces, Three Fatally Hurt,
j

of That State.

Several Injured.

NEW MEXICO. FRIDAY EVENING. JULY 13. 190G.

VTTf Tla?I

RAILWAYS NOW
MRS. HARRY THAW
DISCUSS LATE
WOULD DIE AT 30
LEGISLATION
"That is long enough

for

r

ANY ONE TO LIVE," SHE SAID,

WHEN TIRED

OP MOTHER-IN-LAW'PRAYER MEETINGS AND
STUDY WIFE OF MAN IN TOMB
WEIGHS ONLY EIGHTY POUNDS
AND LOOKS
LIKE A LITTLE

-

:

?

ITALY MAKES

PROPOSAL TO
REDUCE ARMY

May Decide to Make Test To
Case-Harri-

Orders

man

j

l"n

France

and Great

Britain Which Regard
It Favorably.

Passes Canceled.

GIRL.

ROBBERY WAS THE' MOTIVE BUT THE

END IS NOT YET Special Correspondence.

Creffield Woman and Mitch- Kansas State Treasurer Not
ell Girl Conspired For
Liable For Shortage in
His Office.
Mitchell's Murder.

RAILROADS

Pittsburg, Pa., July 13. "I want to
die when I reach 30. That Is long
nough for any ont to want to live."
So said Mrs. Harry K. Thaw, to her

m

if.-

.

j

'

V

V

a
.
music teacher and most intimate
friend, Mrs. Luigi von Kunlta, Just
'
je?
V
before Harry Thaw and his wife went
to New York, preceding the Madison
Square Garden tragedy.
Chicago, July 13. Three men were
Denver, July 13. District Judge
When young Thaw brought this
fatally
pieces,
others
model
three
to
circle,
Into
blown
the Thaw
John I. Mulllns in the criminal divi artist's
MM
injured and several badly hurt by an
today dis- Mrs. von Kunits was selected by ihe
explosion early today which wrecked sion of the district court,
Evelder Mrs. Thaw to give Florence
a shanty In the McLaughlin stone charged the grand Jury summoned elyn what musical culture she nteded
quarry at Ballwood, a short distance by special elisors to investigate al- - to polish Tier for the ompany of the
northwest of Chicago.
leged frauds at the election on fran "400."
In addition to the music and lanDynamite had apparently been car chises May 15. The dismissal of the
ried a considerable distance and jurors was necessitated by a super-- ! guages, the young wife was compelled
&flin..ih3t?--2ar- .
placed under the building In which sedeas issued yesterday by Chief Jus- - to study. Mrs. Thaw marched her off
the laborers were sleeping. Officials tice Gabbert, forbidding Judge Mulllns to prayer meeting and church every
of the McLaughlin company denounce to supersede the sheriff and summon Wednesday and Sunday evening.
the Mowing up of the shanty as a a Jury through elisors. This ends for To young Evelyn this was most
deliberate murder, saying the motive the present the Investigation or toe galling, according to Mrs. von Kunits,
was a desire to rob the men. Sever- election in the district court, as the so that when Harry and his wife left
al of them had considerable sums, Honest Elections league refuses to Pittsburg. Evelyn was well nigh sick
and one, Louis Paplllo, who was act In connection with the regular of the whole thing, and .petulantly remarked that she didn't want to live
killed. carted a thousand dollars In county officers.
after 30.
his belt. WJien the bodies were found
"People are wrong in believing she!
they had been stripped of clothing.
TREASURER KELLY
GETS THE DECISION cared for dress. She did not. But
HOLY ROLLER MURDER
Topeka. Kas., July 13. In the case she did care for hats and shoes and
IN SCOPE of the state of Kaunas against State stockings and gloves. She doted on
BROADENING
Seattle, Wash., July 13. Immedi- Treasurer Thomas T. Kelly, Judge these things, and I do not believe
ately after the arrest of Esther Mitch- Dana today handed down a decision there is a woman In the country who
girl who killed In favor of elly. Discrepancies and had so large a number of costly hats'
ell, "the
her brother George here last night, shortages In the office were alleged as she possessed.
"She was devoted to her husband,
Mrs. Maud Creffleld, widow of the to have been found by experts. Judge
"Holv Rollers" prophet whom George Dana's decision is that if there were but was backward with other men,:
and was rather cold toward them.
Mitchell recently killed, was taken any shortages Kelly was not liable.
This was because of her sad expert- into custody, charged with being an
r A TA
ence with them. She told me one day
accomplice of Miss Mitchell In the
adfrankly
Mrs.
Creffleld
of her experiences with men when
murder.
WHO
she was an artist's model she cried
mitted that she had entered Into a
to me aoout it. too; but it would
compact with Esther to kill the slaynever do for me to tell you these
er of her husband. George Mitchell
Mrs. Thaw is shown In the above picture wearing her famous ermine
things. I remember that she men-- j cloak. The cloak ' was one of the costly presents Harry
was acquitted of the charge of murder
Tuesday on the plea that Creffleld had
tloned White's name. But she said bride when they were married. , The cloak cost $10,000, andThaw cava his
created wide
wronged his sister.
that was all past now.
.comment when Mrs. Thaw appeared with it In New York
"She
was
never
at
late
The Mitchells, George, Perry and
scnool.
camp
S.
13.
I)..
July
The
Mitchell,
Fred, were sitting with Esther on a of the South Dakota Holiness associ- She was our best pupil, and always
,
bench In the big waiting room,, talking ation near this city will be opened this the most talented pupil of Mr. Sev-- j
"I have aeard her say when she say
me:
The little girl ts here'
together and apparently on the lest evening with a large meeting, and erin O. Frank, from whom she took was at the theater that she wished She cculd rmrdlv believe this young
When ..the Oregon train the Re.v. J. L. Glasscock as evangelist. lessons on the piano. She worked she were back on the stag aja'.n. but rupil was married.
of terms.
Mrs.
Thaw Is
was announced George Mitchell rose He is considered one of the most able
aua piHciu-etwo or mree nour it w asnt nair an nour ar.er i'e leu very slender.
She doeg not weigh
and started forward. His sister slip- and successful of the evangelists of every day."
the play hou- - until she would say more than eighty pounds, though she
"She didn't like society," said Mrs. .she was glad she was not an actress, was bearier before she was married.
ped to his side and. pressing a revolv- the national association
Is
von Kunlta. "She never liked to at er close to his hed, pulled the trig- made up of ministers of all which
"Sho- .
'.Cvtr.-j.boJy
ucu a- Uule fut'ctS Jim
(n the ohooi liked her.
lead-- j
the
ger before anyone had realized what ing denominations
of any and so unassuming that it win hard She was very quiet and did not make
in the
United tend receptkns or functions
was happening.
States. The singing will be under the kind.. She used to go to the Pitts-- to think of her as anything but a friends easily, as she did not become
Esther Mitchell is the sister, to leadership of Prof. W. A. and Mrs. burg orchestra concerts and to the child. Whv. when she came to take familiar wi'h anybody on short actheater occasionally.
her lessons, Elizabeth, my maid, would quaintance.
avenge whose treatment George shot j Catherine Ginn of Sioux City, Iowa.
Creffleld. She has refused to have
anything to do with her brother since
Chautauque Assembly.
the shooting. Today was the first
Sterling, III., July 13. The annual ANNUAL MEET OF
GUATEMALA TROOPS
MORE PITTSBURG
time they had been seen together on Sterling Chautauqua Assembly opens
good terms.
today at the Springs park under the
MASTER PAINTERS
Esther Mitchell and Mrs. Creffleld, management of Harry M. Holbrook.
INVADE SALVADOR
SCANDAL FLOODS
widow of the deceased "Holy Roller," The opening meeting will be held this
today announced their intention of afternoon. The Hearons Sisters Con
making Seattle their home. The two cert company will furnish the music
Favor Trade Schools Driving Latter's Army Be- - National Press-H- art
women took small apartments here, frthe opening meeting and the Hon. They
je Divorce
and sold their witness certificates George R. Wendllng will deliver a
Them-Presidto raise funds, and had apparently lecture on "The Man of Galilee." The
For Increase of Ameri- ent
fore
Case Takes Time
made up their minds to remaiu in
assembly will remain In session until
July 22.
can Workmen.
Picnics.
of Court.
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PEOPLE

LOOK

TO HEREAFTER
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VALUABLE

TOKEN

I

TEXAS

WANTS

MANUFACTURERS

BATTLESHIP

ARMOR

IS ORDERED

EXPERT

Washington, July 13. A' cablegram
Asbury Park, N. J., July 13. The
annual convention of the New Jersey received at the state department toState Association of Master Painters day from Minister Merry at San Saland Decorators opened here today at vador says continuous fighting Is prothe Beach Auditorium with an unus ceeding on the border line between
ually large attendance, representing Guatemala and Salvador and that
every part of the state. Questions of Guatemalan troops have crossed the
much importance to the association: line Into Honduras. This latter move
Is understood to be part of a Guateand the trade in general will be dls- - malan attack on fugitives of Delga-dao'cussed und there will be addresses!
army after that leader was
which promise to be highly interest
killed yesterday.
ing. Oue of the important matters to
im Diougni up ior consiueiauon is iuei PRESIDENT AND HIS
proposed law providing for the estab
FAMILY AT PICNIC
lishment of trade schools In the large
Oyster Bay, July 13. President
Paintcities
state.
The
Master
of
the
"spending money," but that soon was ers
liecorators intend to work for Roosevelt and family are enjoying a
exceeded and Just before his departure this and
bill
at the next legislature, pro- picnic today at Eaton's Neck, on the
from Cincinnati an additional check vided
the
convention approves of the sound.
was presented to him.
plan.
This is the second time that Mr.
For a long time there has been a CONTRACT GIVEN FOR
Munay has been so honored. A simBATTLESHIP ARMOR
of skilled labor in the painting
dearth
ilar testimonial was given him in 1881,
Washington,
13. Secretary
July
when he was editor of the Price Cur- trade In this country, most of the
Journeymen having been supplied Bonaparte announced today that the
rent, but before he had become su- from
the ranks of the foreign popu Carnegie and Bethlehem steel comperintendent of the chamber of comtrade schools panies will be given tlie contract for
merce. At that time representative lation. It is felt that the growth
of na armor for one of the new lti,otMi-tn- n
of the packing Industry presented him would tend to foster the
give the battleships at the price named by
with a purse of $l,t)oo in gold for a tive talent and therefore
American vonth h chance to romnete the Mldvale Steel company In Its bid.
visit to the old country.
a field which vields good returns.
The contract for armor for the other
Before bis departure from Cincin- Jin Another
question of Importance to battleship v "I go to thf Mldvale comnati Mr. Murray was tendered a diu-n- be considered
Is that of Insurance pany.
at the Business Men's club of
Some of the members deeir it
Cincinnati, und on that occasion was rates.
desirable io fori.. 8j
presented with a fine Kookwood vase. practicable and
organization, for the pur- v
conla:uing slxty-uin- e
au-tH
American
master painters MANY
roses, tlie number representing Mr. pose of enablingto the
rarrv their own Indecorators
Murray's as at his last birthday in and
surance. The retail grocers have had
June.
organization for several years,
BY
"My plans are still rather vanue," such nn
a great success.
said Mr. Murray, when interviewed and ii proved
upon his arrival In New York. "We INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION
expect to land at Queenstown und take
TO DEVELOP STATE.
W'ashburn. W's., July 13. A numa short trip through Ireland.
Then
Galveston, Texas. July 13. At the ber of exrursii im from Kansas,
we propose to make a tour of Scotland
Industrial assignation which
Iowa, North and South
a
and England. If there is any time left Tevis
met here today, the development of
and Wisconsin are on their way
after that, we shall probably go to the
state generally was discussed. It to this city today and it Is expected
Switzerland and Germany. This trip is expected
that the state and national that they will bring more than B.OuO
will be devoted exclusively to pleasuovernnient w ill be appealed to to ex- excursionists to the Chemquamegon
ure and recreation. I have many
irrigation
and improve the bay region. The Commercial club has
of the Price Current In vari- tend
ways.
The manufacturers, made extensive preparations for the
ous European cities, but I do not in- water
tend to make any calls with tlie excep- throughout tlie country will bo offered reception and entertainment of the
tion of a few, to men with whom I am Inducements to come to the Lime Star xcurMonisf s.
personally well acquainted. We shall state.
For Opening Reservation.
probably return to America early in
Clicago. July 13. Kxcurslon tickets
BURNS AND SCHRECK
SeptelRDiT."
Wll L CO TEN ROUNDS woie pbced on sale yesterday Irom
Terre Haute, hid.. July 13. Tommy heiv to Shoshone and return, which
Burns, who claims the heavyweight marked the completion id the extenChicago Livestock.
champ. oiiship of the world, and Mike sion of the lin-'of III" Chicago &
'!iicii;
July 13. Cattle Receipts Sehreck are matched to tight a
Northwestern and Wyoming & North-- v
3 inmi;
m ttket sTong;
beeves. ;i.r,"
Athe.
mill
the
Wabash
before
tern
to
the
border f the Shoshone
cows an, I heifers.
'
;
5
letic club of tills city tonight. The linliin reservation, where filing- will
$J.i;oTi
and leeders.
t .'o; meeting will In; a' ciich weights and begin at once. Shoshone U the
'levin, f :.!"ifi ;.
calves. IMmji the men aip to ree:e sixty per cent
located on the border of the
7.'
if the jit'oss receipts. Both men fire reservation ind bids fiir to become a
Sheep i;ec;-ipts.inm'i;
market said to be in tine condition und an large city soon
after the opening of
s eu.lv.
lnteresMna ba"le is ep vi.!.
the reservation.
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REGARD

OF HIGH

PitUbur.

GIVEN

Cincinnati Editor and Superintendent of the
Chamber of Commerce Sent on Pleasure
Charles B.
Murray, editor of the Price Current
and superintendent of the chamber of
ommerce of Cincinnati, O., accompanied by his wife and daughter, arrived here from Cincinnati today and
will vail for Europe tomorrow on the
Liverpool steamer Ulubria of the
Cunard line.
The history of Mr. Murray's journey Is quite Interesting anil bears honorable witness to the love and hinh
esteem In which Mr. Murray Is held,
l;v his business associates and friends.
There is no more conscientious man,
no more indefatigable vorker than
Mr. Murray, who rombim s the position of editor of an i m i jrtant commercial trade paper with the arduous duties of superintendent of one
cf the most important chambers of
commerce in the west. Some time
to Mie conclu- iiit his friends came neon that Mr. Murray
!d a good,
loiiis rest from his ceas'iess labors,
aii.i. appreciating his faithful servlct
as well as his upright and unostenta-t.o'.- s
character, they decided to fenesteem
cer to him a token of
and loVe. The chamber of commerce,
through lis president, L L. Sadler,
of
S.te Mr. Murray sixty davs leave
alienee with such extennon of time
t;
he should wish and more than half
a hundred of Mr. Murray's business
friends In Cincinnati and other
throughout the count y willingly
CM'.triUitcd a fund, whlc'a bikiii as-- i
:i::ed handsome proportion. s. At first
i' was Intended to preseir Mr. Mur-r.- v
with a check for $2.."')o for
July

York,

13.

s

-

r

New York Money Market.
York, July 13. Moi.ey on rail.
4 iht cent; prime mer.
at
':'per c ent. Bar
ta;er, f.ti

N.

v.

ixil

-
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EXCURSIONS

RAILROADS

Ia-kot-

.

ten-rou-

-

new-tow-

'

Ieu,.
ea.i;-

-

St. Louis Wool.

at)

Mo.,
!

July

i.iu !i.i::.'e.l.

Woo! in

ir-

Pa..

July

ON

LETTERS

13.

Dr.

Mar-

:
!

LIGHTING DREYFUS

OCCUPIED

STAGE

Companies, Elevators and Ruin of Prince Orloffs Estate.
Grain Buying Companies,
Revolution Impending
to Be Investigated.
in Persia.
Chicago. Julv

13. The inwnHmtnli
the Interstate eommerm law
at the recent session of congress
are to ne discussed by the general
attorneys and solicitors of the railroads west of Chicago at a meeting

Rome, July 13. Italy has proposed
a vital reduction
In
the fighting
strength of herself and her sister
powers, Great .Britain and Francev
and these nations. It ts said, entertain
the project favorably. Blgnor Tlttoni,
minister of foreign affairs of Italy,
who has been holding conferences at
London and Paris, is about to return
nd hold a council of the ministry,
after which he will consult with King
Victor Emmanuel. If a final agreement Is reached Italy will Immediately reduce her army by two corps, taking from her effective force 60.000
men.

nu.

to
ed

here Monday. If It is decided to make
a resi case me line of battle will be
planned and all details arranged.
The roads do not Drnnnan in
der any of the rights to the commis
sion witnoui a ngnt.

nirn.

HARRIMAN

ORDERS INTER.
STATE PASSES CANCELLED
San Francisco, July 13. President
Harrlman of the Southern Pacific has
sent orders hero to cancel for the rest
of this year interstate passes which
San Francisco officials of the road
have heretofore Issued, as they are
prohibited by the amendment to the
Interstate commerce law. The law
does not apply to passes between
state points.
,

END OF INFAMOUS CASE
IN FRENCH HISTORY

MASSACHUSETTS TAKES
UP THE FIGHT ALSO
Boston, July 13. District Attorney
John B. Moran made public today his
Intention of Investigating the railroad,
gas and electric light companies with
reference to alleged violations of the
statutes by them. Among the offenses charged to the railroads are
the issuance of free passes to members of the legislature and discrimination against shippers In transportation of merchandise. Moran asserted
he had retained at his own expense a
special attorney to conduct the preliminary inquiry.

Paris, July 13. This was the closing day of parliament and was largely
devoted to the rehabilitation of Alfred DreyruB, so that the national holiday tomorrow may witness his return
to the army and the official efface-me- nt
of the stain placed upon hla
good name.
War Minister Etlenne
presented two bills, one raising Captain Dreyfus to the rank of major of
artillery and the other promoting CoL
Picquart to be brigadier general. Ha
asked speedy action, adding It was
the government's Intention to Inscribe
Dreyfus' name on the list or candidates for the Cross of the Legion of
Honor. Radical supporters of Dreyfus are seeking to force the government to prosecute many generals,
colonels and high functionaries responsible for his. condemnation.
The chanvber passed the bill rein- stating Dreyfus by a vote of 473 to
42.
A ' tumultuoim
demonstration
greeted the announcement of the vote,
The restoration of Picquart passed
by a vote or 477 to 27.
.
,.
. ,
ASSASSIN OF CHOUKNIN
A uihl in DISGUISE
Sebat'tODol. Julv 13. It la credit.
ably stated that the assassin of Admiral Choknln was a girl disguised In
the uniform of a sailor. No arrests
have yet been made.

1 1
Waahlnfffnn
Tulo
..
" 'J
" Inunatlv,
i.avinB
tlons are to be made by' the Interstate
commerce commlslon, by authority of
the senate, Into the elevator, grain
buying and forwarding business of thai
country to determine to what extent'
special favors have been cranted
them by railroad companies; the In- mience wnicn xne alleged monopolizing of this branch has on the market,
the Injury It has worked to grain producers, the extent to which railroads,
their officers, directors, stockholders
and employes are In control of the FAMOUS STUD OF HORSES
buying and grain forwarding companDESTROYED BY PEASANTS
ies, and the manner In which such
July 13. Prince Alexis
Carlsbad.
Orloff, who arrived here a few days
holdings were secured.
ago, has received a- - telegram from
Russia informing him that his famous
stud of horses has been burned and
SMOOTH SCHEME
completely destroyed and his estate
ruined by peasants.
,

DID NOT WORK

PERSIAN CAPITAL
IS POLITICAL UNREST
Teheran, Persia. July 13. There is
Mike Lynch Caught While a renewed manifestation of political,
unrest among mullahs and divinity
Attempting to Secure Trans- students which was noticed
earlier iu
the year, and It Is exciting great unIn
easiness
governmental
circles.
portation and Money
students yesterday forcibly released a professor who was imprison the charge of using seditious
BY
FORGING
OFFICIAL'S
NAME oned
language. In the affray one student
was killed and two wounded. Heads
A tpleffra.nh
onernlnr rlvln? hla 'f the clergy Immediately assembled
name as Mike Lvnch. was taken Into and Issued insistent demands for Imcustody today, after fraudulently at- mediate granting or reforms previous,
tempting to secure $38 and a ticket to ly promised. All shops except butchDil iiigs, Mont., through the forging ers and bakers are closed, the city Is
er
of the signature of J. M. Connell, patrolled bv troops and the grand
ni other ministers who were In
general passenger agent of the Santa
rw
the
haattlv
Countrv
have
rotiimml
re
!
Lvnch. who had been left In charee their posts.
of the local railroad telegraph office
for awhile, wrote the following message, which he filed on the message AFTERMATH OF
hook. In the absence of the other opIN

ity

shall V. 3 well, a Chicago handwriting expert, who testified yesterday
that some letters in the Hartje divorce casd were "fabricated," was on
the witness stand the greater part of
this forenoon and vw severely
by Attorney J. Scott Ferguson, Hartje's counsel. The two
men had many angry tilts. Assistant
District Attorney John 8. Robb was
again present during the taking of
testimony. Robb said that the hearing In the conspiracy charges against
Augustus Hartje, John L. Welshons,
and Clifford Hoe. the coachman, would
be held tomorrow, regardless of the
divorce cas.
cross-examine- d

Trip to Europe Without Expense.
New

EVIDENCE

AND

vl-l-

erators:

.ACCIDENTS SEEM

SOCORRO QUAKE
Las Vegas, N. M.
July 13,1J06.
Agent Albuquerque.
ON
Furnish Mike Lynch, ball play- Damage, $1,500 Superstipp with t ninsnnt-lit- l if in A1iintir- que to Hillings, Mont., and $38,
Kngland,
13.
Dover,
July
The
(Signed)
tious People Chant
cash.
Hamburg-America- n
I v rriv.vivi t.
line
steamer
IX'utschland for New York, while
General Passentir Agent.
Quaint Songs.
leaving Dover this morning, collided
Lynch, no doubt, Intended to call
with the pier and buckled her bows. later, ask If there had been any adThe damage is so great that the vices received concerning tiansport-atio- n
NORMAL
CONDITION
steamer will have to be docked for
for him and secure the ticket RESUMING
Passengers and mails are and money and get out of the country
repairs.
being landed anil sent to Southampluum lit; ill n ,J
ci.
uriuic uia iiau.i
ton, where they will be laken on
In chargt; of the
However, tho.-.'slecial to The Evening Citizen. f
board the American liner New York. telegraph office became suspicious of
.u., juiy u. roi- the message and wired Conneii ror: 7
lowing the shocks of yesterday
furtuer Instructions, being Informed by
morning were several minor dls- - a
NEWLANDS IS him that the order was a foraery. turban-eduring the day, which
Officers went on u hunt for I.nch and
served to Intensify the uneasi- shortly before 4 o'clock he was apness of the more timid ones, hut
prehended.
BADLY
no further disturbances occurred
He' offered a bribe to Chii f of Poduring the night, and everything
lice Mc.Mlllin by asking if (he mathas assumed today its, norma!
San Francisco, July 13. United ter "couldn't be squ.'.ri-- up." Chief
condition, and the general heller
States Senator Newlands of Nevada McMillin told him the on I) way to
U that the worst haa naasu.l
a
"square up" was to confess, and this
Is suffering from a broken collar-bone- .
The estimated dama? to ti.u a
He was thrown from a horse near he did. He was lodged In Jail and
city
will reach $l,5tH), and with
San Mateo and had a narrow escape a complaint charging him with forga few exceptions Is confined to
ery and attempting to obtai.i money
from death.
the older and more antiquated v
by false pretenses sworn ou; against
buildings.
ANOTHER EARTHQUAKE
him.
a
PREDICTED FOR CALIFORNIA.
The emiuing
or the day
13,
anMinn.,
was
St.
Paul,
July
July
Sa.i Jose, Cal..
13. Dr. David
The
the superstition of eorne
r the native people who ga h- Starr Jordan, in a lecture delivered In nual regatta under the auspices of
:i
the
Mils
city
liout
Minnesota
chinch last evening,
dub of
the I'tiiiari
ered in squads and marched
through the streets, carrying
ed the (!iigi:i of tae recent seis-mi- will take place on Lake Miunetunka
In
en
atternoon.
dis .urban' e
Bering sea, and tins
- ugnted candles und chantum a
rive rlulis have
:
prophesied that the next center of iri.-- vit-v-t
lui int.-- loiiiuiimi rieius tu a quaint F JIlgg. and the number of a
l
t ouliie
including
renana.
the
Winnipeg. St.
would
e in the vicinity of
who tramped
from
Paul, Dulu'li, Fort Williams and Port
place to place and pointed out all 4
I.candro tnd Ilayward, Cal.
Arthur. The starting point will be
the old cracs In the principal
Spelter.
about Tonka Hay hotel. The. regatta
business houses and discussed
St. I.ullU Mo.. July 13. iter.
Includes ra.es for senior and Junior!
the new ones that they had dis- - a
weak a;
eight ar.d
crews, making
covered, fletng the only author- - a
four races In all, la addition to the a Ity on old things, they entertain- Tre Metal Market.
;iin!e uml double sculling events,
ed
id auliences during the ex- - a
July 13. Iad dull Some crack western tneu will take
New Yoik.
it ment f f the day
du'.l, $l37',i.
$.'.75; com-.- :i part
'
hi the I.ttter events.
g
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EVENING CITIZEN
I

rublUne j Daily mo weewy oy

The Citizen Publishing Company
lPrtnfficfoftnimillonthroiihOi
Mil M lecona tmm Mim
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Most Anything
Soma

Iowa

Oxford has one or two old runabouts
who can pick tip
pants button and
develop from It a whole wardrobe of
ecandal. Nothing seems Impossible!
for them to do except to discover the'
truth. Oxford (la.) Leader.
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University Heights Property

to make

.John D. Rockefeller 19 sa'.d to be
making a collection of fossils. Can It
be that John Is making another raid
op. the United States senate?
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About the 1st of September Look Out For Some Big Doings in

Nov is the Time
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The chairman of the Nebraska demremnred
ocratic state pnmmtttoo
for wearing a silk hat and calling'
resident Kooaevelt a liar. A man
has to lie careful what he wears in
iveuraska.

Your Selection

1

1

9 S. Second St.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS

1

.

IHPROVEHT GO.

First Nat'l Bank Bid.

All ths Newi.
I told you I would give you

all the
news and 1 will try to fulfil my promise. However, I do not wish to marry
people before they are really joined In
matrimony; that la out of my line of
business; go I will correct the mis-- ;
take tha occurred in my last letter and
nope the parties referred to will not
be offended, as I wrote It Just as I was
told, viz.: That Levi Yoder and Hannah Swartz were married. After this
I will be more careful what I report.
I say, everybody should pay up the
paper, and should there be any per- IF YOU A..E A TENDERFOOT, t the practicability of a new railroad iroposhi? to work on the Isthmus,
THEY TALK UNDERTAKER AND system.
get as far a3 the camp .. which they
son that cannot pay at present, let
V?n de PuUe 8,,ook nis head Bal'y are assigned,
him state why.
CASKET MAKER
where they work a
ALL
MEN
,(Kf
t!le
at
f Culebra week or two until they have the price
tmd
The writer's brother, Frank, is
FROI THE STATES ARE HOME- - ?fhe
hill,
tne
hum
and
ninn
tho
nf
working for Neighbor Hartley this
of a return passage; otners. more forSICK, AND ONLY THE BIG PAY sands with their steam shovels,
week.
drills tunate, have the wherewithal when
LES-!anlocomotives.
Neighbor Defenbaeh' is building a' IS ATTRACTIVE A DE
they reach Colon. One glimpse at that
larn on hia place, west of the writer s
"I shall never see the Panama car dismal city and they Invest in a trip
SEPS ENGINEER SAYS WE'LL
home, 36x40. John Riser and son,
nal," said he. "No not if I live to! iiome. About half, heroes every one
NEVER FINISH THE CANAL.
Elmer, are working on the building.
be what do you call It a centenar vi me sick.
Country Correspondence. Sugar Creek
Ian. For at the present rate of oiv!
(By Victor M. Hughes.)
"Make a stake, then skidoo."
(O.) Budget.
Panama, Isthmus of Panama. July eratlon it will fane fifty years to: It's the oig money that attracts.
13. Lcuis Van de Putte. who
was complete the work, and after a while! Here are some of the wages paid:
Barney Oldfield says he's going after! He I.essep'g chief engineer, and
they are not going to work so well! Steam shovel men. 1210 a month.
automobile record. Barnev holds rier whose direction was made most as now. Not that there are any en-- i
Railroad engineers, $1S) a month.
cue records in Innocent bvptanders
gineering problems. That is the'sim-- j
Plumbers, seventy-fivcents an
killed and fences torn down Will he
plest part of the whole project. But; hour.
ta m
HOW IS THIS FOR ROTTEN?
never be satisfied?
there's malaria down In those swamps,
Stenographers,
12" and $130 per
and there's yellow fever In that Jun-- i month.
There is not a theater or place
"Have you an" experience " asked
gle, and there's death waiting eight'
Boiler makers, blacksmiths, etc..
of
amusement
on
the isthmus.
the city editor.
men of out of every ten who come sixty-fiv- e
cents an hour.
is
Panama
Nof
full
crooked
"Yes," replied the applicant. "I have
here. The Americans, it is true.
The men who have been long upon
worked as a reporter for six or seven f roulette, and there is poker at
have
improve
to
done
jnuch
ccndltlons the isthmus manage to pinch out
The saloon is every- years."
i Colon.
but they can do no more than to pro-- ! levity nt the expense of each nartv
where, but Its patronage Is not
"Have you ever done any work that
mote
cleanliness.
But
are of new arrivals. It Is their only fun.
big.
1 in the soils below andtheIn fevers
stands out as more than ordinary?"
the rains They nave a cheerful
little song
People who tried drinking to
"Yes, I once reported an interview
from alKJve."
with which they greet the new comers.
drive away the blues, found 1
with Theodore Roosevelt, and he
say,
Needless
to
none of the Amer- It comes frcm some popular air in
they did not live long.
4 loans
never said I misquoted him or called
the isthmus share Van de the states, and it runs:
Nature conspires with other i Putte's on pessimistic
me a lia-.- "
views. From "Another little job for the underto supprees cheerful- - ' Stevens, i.ie chief engineer,
f elements
down.
taker.
ness.
.here are birds of bill- "Sorry, but I can't take a siiifc'e
they say the canal will be built, and A little more work for the casket
liant plumage, but they have no
fiflpm.
share of stock. You see I wis hit
.Vln.
within
.
,h
... w. j(t,o,
VQa iiiai iiict hum'
maker. '
song.
pretty hard by the San Francisco fire
talltV Of the 7fino Inn' olfunlir
Their table talk Is equallv-- as cheerThere are bright colored flow- i
.r
and earthquake."
nimimun ncc
ful.
th7re ..p-d-cW
"t didn't know you had anv propno eowT
"Understand that there are seven
erty there."
"
ver nor malarial fever on the Isthmus! new cases of yellow Jack down at
ZL '"."s:.
hot for anything
more strenuous
"I didn't have. But I had to take
the present time.
Empire, and that they are keeping
than I v ii tr in tha shnHe
2 at And
out some new fire insurance
last
Ii there really is. It la
con-It quiet.
It will rain every day from now '
week."
cealed with admirable success. There
"Yes, and I hear that they are talkuntil December 1.
i are people
in the hospitals, but no, ing of quarantining Colon.
Then we
"Willie," said the teacher in the
t
(
one knows why. From
to time would be in a hx if it came hard and
frill and fancv lesson, "you may de- of the canal building progress of the men are missed from theirtime
we
accustomed
go
to
wanted
home."
French, has come back to the isthmus places of labor.
scribe a c?.t for us."
Occasionally na- And this for the benefit of the un"A cat's got four feet an' a tail an' to view again the work he deserted a tives carrying a long, narrow
may
box
tried.
As
if
merely
being here
hair," replied Willie
score of years ago, fleeing lefore a be seen making their way to the lit-- !
weren't trcuble enough. It's the
scourge of malarial and yellow fevers, tie grave yard on the hill side.
"That's right. And what else?"
Still
simple
life
a
vengeance.
with
You
"It's got whiskers to feel with an' wnicn, he Bays, brought death to no bulletins are posted and few people eat, you work, you
sleep If you're
eyes an' ears."
every Immediate mm her of his party learn of these things.
well.
Today
as yesterday was. tocf sixty-fiv"And what else?"
except himself and one! But there Is sickness that the naked morrow will is
as
So It's a
"An' claws on its feet."
eye of the laymen can detect among good place tobesave today.
,
If you
"Good.
Now can't you think
of
Monsieur an de Putte is a Par-- 1 the Americans in every town and don't drink, gamble, money.
nor import luxsomething else n cat has?"
isian. After a week on the isthmus camp. Nearly every body has it
uries from the states ycu have a hard
"Some of 'em has kittens."
he will go to Colombia to look into! That's homesickness.
men' time spending $40 a month.
Some
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$10,000 in Purses for Horse Races

I
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2:18 Pace Surburg'a Grain Plug Cut To- bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
2:13 Pace Moet A Chandon's White 8eal
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
Relay Races.
,
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.

'

j

,

Maneuver

Jersey Stock Show.
Poultry Exhibit

pmSgpgR,.

rr

Flower Parade
Montexum. B.N.
'
Carnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
streets carnival all the time.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.
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"How's the patient this morning?"
asked the doctor.
"I can't say positively, for I broke
my thermometer last night." replied
the nurse. "He began making love to
me this morning and I don't know
whether he's Improving or his fever
has gone higher."

IK
ffi

J

Saved His Comrade's Life.
"While returning from the Grand
Army encampment
at Washington
city, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was
akn with cholera morbus and was rn
a critical condition," says Mr. J. E.
Houghland. of Eldon, Iowa. "I gave
him Chamhberlain'g
Oollc, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy and I believe
it saved his life. I have been engaged for ten years in immigration
work and linve conducted many parties to the south and west. I always
carry this remedy and have used It
successfully on many occasions."
Sold by ail druggists.
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Territorial Fairs for quarter of a century,
bat nothing like this

MAY LOSE WIFE HE WON ROJESTVENSKY HAS BEEN
AFTER LONG CHASE
EXONERATED

4

by United Statea Troops,

Baby Show.

Red"i
.Rates
on all Railroads

GROSS, KELLY & CO.. INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Deal ers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS
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ROJESTVENSKY.

,
Vice Admiral Kojestvensy. who com- i..,.
siio.li Kuner '"e ueatn penn.ricii, .....ii
manded the Russian fleet in the diswas
nojestvensky
astrous battle of the Sta of Japan, woundedAuuurai
and practical y unconscious
was recently exonerated In trial by ou hoard uie destroyer Biedovy,
when
WEALTHY YOUNG STUDENT WHO
Cruelty will be alleged.
it was surrendered,
Imt ho pleaded
is
It
law
in
G,RL
Russian
naval law that, gu.ny 1:1 order to sae hl oOicers
MAY BE
Kitchen, who is wealthy, u;is u
FiRODORA
SUED FOR DIVORCE.
who surrenders a ship up::n which tie was :iot sentenced to
fresbmau at Cornell when
Jesie be
death as
Hie
cross
was txpected.
oi Si. Andrew has
i'amier came there as a member ol
Special Correspondence.
a Klorudora company. The young
Cleveland, O., July 13. A romance student was infatuated.
He followed
begun ut Cornell three years ago and the pretty chorus
girl to Canada and FIVE MILLION RABBITS
libs, mote or jess. Hiid he flaures thai
furiously carried on in various parts! all over the eastern states
mouths
he r3i
'..iy enough to make a good
of Canada and the I'nited States was in his impetuous wooing. for
A hurried
faliattered when Jessie Palmer Kitch- - murirage followed.
MORE OR LESS
rie was informed by Mr. Van de
en. several days ago, decided to file!
The couple came to Cleveland and
wer. however, that there is no rea suit for divorce against Karl K made
their home here until two weeks RANCHER
V..1I,.'
tV,.,
hv :.!.. l.our-,of tra.l..
I Ul,
'W.-t
1U
Kitchen, son of Dr. H. W. Kitchen'! ago. when
lll
THINKS HE HAS THAT ttiasijiere
they separated. Tb- wile
'
jack
Its,
of
rah!
was
It
but
of this city.
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VAtll U0 might
ueM",. j
he
PHOENIX.
able to d business wPh the board of
"tipervisors,
In turned and went to
Several Indians In the northwest
NOTICE.
I in
board is w illing to
died from drinking Florida water. And
There are perhaps very few people that place.
Notice is hereby given that the final
M e r.l!.bit
ears In car loud lota
yet it has tieen generally supposed report of the
of the estate in the valley who are aware that
y
executors
and
w:ii be gin arriving shortly.
that Florida water was good for red of nobert Huusehild, deceased, has
Van de Veer of the board of
skins.
bet n made to tile probate court for
ays Jve ctnts each for the T0V33T0NE ENCINEER
Mernalillo county. New Mexico, and trade.
A Word From Jo-- h
'hit a petition has been tiled in said scalps ot rabbits, nays the f'hoeuix
Wise.
AVOIDS ACCIDENT
Whut good's a feller th't's got if In court tor the approval of said final tiazette. In fail, he is not aware of
son
r.f
of John Kscapule
i.i,'
report and for the discharge of the ii himself, tiowncr. he came near ti.i a !.
'::!i if you can't get it out uv 'm?
escape from a serious
said executors and their bondsmen, being convinced this morning that he ar., r arrow
;,.,,( perliajis death, the (tber
A New York court having decided and that the time of ..earing
said was paying a royalty for the long-.- i:io:i
says the Tutu bat one Fros- red not f olers.
that (ieorgu lternard Shaw's "Mis. final nport and said petition
H- started to drive over the
r
A man from
Warren's Profession" is not immoral, been net by the said court for the
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I
u
ii sing just as the lo o'clock
i's production next fall will no doubt tilh day of August, A. I). l!im;. at in came i.i to look up tile matter. He
pilling out. Engineer Kd
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e a financial failure.
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tracks, and by applying
which
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We've Too Much Clothing

useums. The Indian Is fast adopting the wbl'e nun's
re TWO TRAIN LOADS OF 175 ELKS
ays. and in his transitory state tie iorsanes tj
By Several
Dollars. It
re- :
a
to
forefa;h
his
of
customs
markable degree the
must be sold
some price. Go it
At 1 2 :
he old implements and utensils of domestic life Rive
o'clock this afternoon, the
must.
confound this sale
lace to the more convenient and useful nnks f civi first section it the Elks' special from
lization.
w.ii'hern California, en route to the
with
of the
fake sales
l 10 1,e
The relics of this condition of life ave
lodge In Denver, arrived in
fraud
now
going
So
on.
found in the little Indian villages scattered aici.fc m
stores
followed
forae ten mincoast; and. Indeed, we still find In some of the remote utes later by the econd section, all
this
season
merely
plow over their
places In California some of the older people In a conn.- - those aboard being met at the depot
stock and then
by a delegation from the Albuquerque
the
lon cf life that is but a short remove from the nann-.o"weeds" with
ninn'h existence of the nomadic time. Here. we find the .lodge of Elks, and taken for a trolley
clearance
cards.
sales are
hovels and In them the paraphernalia ride around the city, after which they
paper sales and nothing more. You
f tho nrimitivo life thP baskets for seed and acorn . were escorted back to their trains and
Balherlnar. the bowa and arrows wltn beads or oisuuan a run made to the American Lumber
will find here no tricks, no shams,
company's plant, spending some two
nd flint, the fishing outfits, pipes, spoons, etc.
very delightful hours, so they stated,
no strings tied to our
offers In Hoopa valley the moBt attractive and conspicuous as the guests of the antlered ones of
re their baskets and caps of various shapes, colorings Albuquerque.
Chairman Harry Harrington, with
and designs. The largest are the acorn nasKets. lnese
t
motto, "Be cheerful,"
were and still are used for storing acorns, which form his
that there were, on the two
one of the chief staples of food, especially for the older stated
peclal trains a total of 175 Elks and
members of the tribe. They vary In height from one heir wives
and families, representing
to
nd a half to four feet and In diameter from one
southern California.
hree feet at the base and taprlng slightly toward the
Fine Clothing and
The two trains consisted of fifteen
Fine Clothing and
top so as to form a very gracerui and artistic snape. coaches, and each bore the legend.
Furoiibings
Furnithingi
nearly
twigs
a
with
over
hazel
finely
woven
They are
California B. P. O. Elks. En Route
Denver."
white or delicate shade of yellow., glossy grass which
At the local depot Chairman Hrgrows on the mountains, except the design, which Is
ngton was bnsilv engaged l:i d!s- woven of cedar roots, the color of which Is a beautiful
ributlng
copies of the sofcial Elks
The picnic basket for sale at the
and
usually
designs
are
artistic
tint of brown. These
of the Los Angeles Record, Mcintosh Hardware company's store
symmetrical, and vary In different baskets, rarely two edition
printed on pink ipaper, and with its
indispensable for outing parties.
of the same design being found. Some of them have a ront page devoted to the doings of trt
lecldedly ornamental appearance, while others are char the Elks. Programs telling of the ex- - CHICKERINQ & SON'S PIANOS
YES
acteristically Indian. The covers of these baskets are ibitlons of loveliness, "The seven
conical In shape, and some of the rarest designs are Wonderland Sisters." "Nine Senorlta We sell 'em. Also the Everett, Kim- often found on them, and these usually harmonize with from Coronado Island. "The Six In- all, and several obher makes. We
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
he designs on the baskets. The covers were also for dies of Laguna." ta be found on the invite you to compare our prices with
were also distributed.
merly used for gathering grass seed, from wh'ch they peclal, expense
good"
pianos,
as
other
EASY TO REACH.
Just
"The
of carrying this won
"by other firms.
The percentmade a kind of flour, and as a burden basket for carry- derful
aggregation
In handled
performers.
of
RELIEVES PAIN.
ing acorns and dried salmon. The length of time con- cluding my wife, who Is a dear (prop- - age will be to our credit.
We don't handle the largest line of
sumed In making an ordinary sized acorn basket and sit ion) and many others. Is Just ex- BUILDS
UP THE SYSTEM.
and records on
"over Is over a month, not taking Into account the time ctly $18,10.683.41 per day. The la- - alking machines
most
select.
e
have
the
but
earth,
CURES RHEUMATISM.
spent In gathering and preparing the material.
ies come high but we have to have
Watch for the Peerless Electric pi
The next most conspicuous and by far the most nu em."
yours tor dusi- Respectfully,
anos.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
Such was the declaration of "Be ness, THE WHIT80N MUSIC CO.
merous are the saba baskets, which are used in prepar
Harrington,
transportaCheerfui
the
CURES DIABETES.
ing and holding soup made from the acorns. These vary ion chairman, as he
distributed the
in size from a round
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
basket of a quart ca programs.
CURES INDIGESTION.
Aner spending some time Tiere, as
According to the Journal of Commerce the Issue of pacity to a large basket almost the size of the smaller
CURES DROPSY.
acorn baskets. They are woven In the same manner as guests of the Albuquerque Elks, the
The undersigned Is prepared to
new securities during the past six months, amounted to the acorn baskets, but In these the groundwork is woven California
Elks got away for Las Ve- make tripe to and from the celebrat
$827,000,000. of which $022,000,000 were bonds and $225
with the cedar root, while the design, which is usually gas, where they will also make a stop ed JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any in
be secured
000,000 stocks. Since the placing by the rennsylvanla used as a border at the top, is woven with the light- - and lie entertained with a trip up the formation desired can
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
from George H. Moore, No. 113 West
canyon, and a reception.
woven
grass.
to
ao
as
are
These
baskets
negotiating
firmlv
colored
of a loan in Paris other roads have been
CLASS.
avenue.
Railroad
They
will reach Colorado Springs
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
with ParlK hankers, but so far no announcement has be watertight. The large ones are used for cooking the Saturday, and be entertained there
soup
prepar
dropping
by
or
saha
stones
Into
heated
the
fter which they will proceed to Den
been made of further assistance from that quarter.
MONEY TO LOAN.
ation, while the smaller ones serve as bowls, from which ver, arriving there Sunday.
See Santa Fe Agent for round
General conditions remain excellent. Crop pros with their curiously carved spoons of elk horn
$ 1,500.0
S2,500.0u,
have
W
old
K. W. D. Bryan, selected to reprethe
commer
rates, good for thirty days.
trip
pects get better and better and Industrial and
8 per cent; time
$500.00
at
$1,000.00,
ent the Aiotiquerque lodge at Denver,
still partake of their principal food.
Winter wheat natives
cial activity reveal vigorous strength.
olned the California Elks here, at to suit borrower.
Interesting
It
Is
note
an
fact
to
baskets
that
these
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
harvesting and threshing have been favored by fine are usually made by the older women of the tribe, since he Invuation of Cnalrman Harrlng
weather. The yields are larger than eijected and of net so much skill and dexterity of hand Is required
ton. and will make the pilgrimage to
high grade. Spring wheat is In good shape, but needs weaving them as other baskets
Denver in their company.
of finer grade.
warm, bright weather. There has been plenty of moist
caps are worn by all the women, both PERSONALS
The
Indian
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
CONERNING ELKS.
ure for corn, which promises a bumper yield. Oats and old and young, except by a few who have adopted the
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
west
hay have improved. Cotton is aolng finely in the
white man's ways almost exclusively. They are semi
P. A. Stortz met an old Virginia
No. 424 North Second St.
ern half of the belt. The crops are clean and free from spherical in shape and fit the top of the
head very snug friend in C. Fred Hanking, past ex
Insects. In South Carolina and Georgia there ia too ly. With peeled hazel twigs as the framework the light- - alted ruler of San Diego lodge No. 168
STABLE
SANITARY BOARDING
yield
promises
grass,
much
due to excessive rains. The
colored grasses and black stems of the maiden-hai- r
fern and Introduced the gentleman at The
, .
to be large.
Evening
Henking
office.
Citizen
Mr.
are ao closely woven over them in designs of artistic
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Hallway earnings continue very heavy, the Indicated merit that the general appearance of a
full of good. Interesting news, and
Your friendship and patronage la appreciated.
Courtesy and attention to
finished cap is was
gain In gross receipts for June, as compared with the not unlike
he
lodge
dis
tne
that
his
has
stated
guests ia a pleasure to us.
beadwork. Sometimes thee grass In tinction of having one of the old or Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
that
of
311
Auto.,
cent,
ago
14
per
being no less than
same month a year
the design Is dyed a reddish brown by the coloring pn
iglnal "Jolly Corks,' before the name
Failures for the half year were close down to the mini duced from soaking alder bark In the water,
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER. LOCATION
of the lodge was changed to Elks
mum. being 7.4 per cent fewer than a year ago, while
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.
In the cap the Indian woman reaches the height of and he is W. Milton Sraitn. He
A
liabilities were 5.7 per cent smaller than last year. Six her artistic ability. Designs of almost perfect symme with the crowd en route to Denver
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
months' clearings were the' largest' ever recorded and try are found in many, and the coloring Is generally
"On the train," Bald Mr. Henking
AND THEN A HOME OWNER
12.6 per cent greater than a year ago.
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Let Angeles.
harmonious. In the caps worn by the older women the s cnarles C. Clusker of the San Ber
PROVIDE FOR THE FU'URE
designs are often woven with the fibers of the sober nardino looge, and he Is probably the
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
oldest ElK in the United States. He
Leavenworth Times: The action of the douma last colored cedar root with a back ground of "the llght-cwas 9ti years old on March 27, and I
be'dispensed
$7,500,000
to
Friday In appropriating
cred grasses, giving them a more somber appearance a lively member 01 the herd.
the administration for famine relief, and the acceptance than the caps worn by the younger women
"Our herds," continued Mr. Hen
We opened for subscription July 1,
of the appropriation by the cabinet, is alout the longest
king, "are on the second stction
a
new series of monthly payment sav-- i
govrepresentative
yet
"step taken in Russia toward real'
XXXXXXXXXXX)XKXCOOOOOOCC0X:'0 known as the San Diego train, and we inga
Installment ctock; 91 per month
a"
new loan
picked up Elks at all the points be
The government declared that
v, .. ernment.
carry a $200 share.
tween san Diego and San Bernadfno willAlso
i4 would be necessary to meet the appropriation and asked
a aeries of prepaid investment
including Riverside, Colfbn and other
the douma to authorize the plan. Thl the douma re
stock paying 6 per cent Interest, onj.
on
towns,
in
decorations
of
and
the
money
necessary
could
fused to do, declaring that the
of $100 and upwards.
train no ountlng whatever is used deposita
You can bake as fine bread as your
easily be saved by revising the budget, which was full
Liberal withdrawal privileges on all
By Ella K. Dearjorn, M. D.
evergreens, ferns nnd flowers beln
neighbor, if you do as she is doing
stock.
of unnecessary and extravagant Items. It also held that
exclusively useu. The thirst car
We will loan you money to buy or.
cock with gas.
XXXXXXXXXX0XXXXXXXXXXXXOOUw
the right to revise the budget rested with the parliament
one niasg of ferns and flowers."
f
Does
Gas is uniform In
build you a home at once, if you bei
and not with the ministry. Whether this Is conceded or
of
first
The
train
the
section
come a stockholder.
not rely on draft, nor change of wind,
One great, reason of poverty is the Incompetency oi
not, it has already been conceded that the power of th
known as the los Angeles special
nor the various qualities of coal. It's
purse rests with the douma. and Russia will never get the Individual. Those who do their work "upon honor This train was orought in fnm the The
Building and Loan
the same today, tomorrow, next day
upon them. This man or woman west by Conductor Pinney. The sec
promotion
have
thrust
parliament,
by
the
foreign
loan unauthorized
another
same alwayb
Association ot Albuquerque
Thla of 'itself nrakes the douma the ruling power of the is cheerful, works with energy and enjoys working. The ond section was under Conductor
It hakes bread to a nicety. Gives
sne
car
who
cooks
woman
the
Kane.
to"
"because
has
and
country and means representative government.
that fine color which particular cooks
ROOM 19, GRANT BLOCK.
'Mr. and Mrs. P. J. ..tcCormlck were
penter who builds houses "because he must do some
like; produces fine, crisp crust, and
thing" never do first-clawork and never will, for skill on the San Diego train. They resided
you can time the range to the minH. H. TILTON,
met
in New Mexico years ago, and
Lordsburg Liberal: When Joint statehood was first never conies without good Intentions for a foundation
ute. Don't have to lie watching it
Secretary.
quite a number of old Albuquerque
proposed the anxious Artzonans claimed if it was left
Ireouenily, as you do when you cook
The element of success is lacking In the compositio
Furnished.
.Desired
Information
Any
during
stop
city.
in
the
friends
the
to a vote of the people of that territory that ninety-fiv- e
with coal.
or that person who doesn t like to work at something
Miss
Cosgrove
onlv
was
Rernlce
the
per cent of the voters would vote against the proposi- and feels willing to put forth hia best energies to mak
Los Angeles special
of
the
member
SEE OUR RANGES ON EXHIBItion. Later this was changed to ninety per cent. Last each succeeding piece of work better than the one before hurt In the wreck, which occurred
TION AT ELECTRIC BUILDING.
week the Hon. Lamar Cobb of Clifton, one of the best it. Select for your life's work that which you will like to thirteen miles from Williams, and
posted politicians In the territory. Informed the Uberal do that for which you have a talent, and then go to which was exclusively published In
that when it came to counting the votes in Arizona there work in earnest. Be not satisfied with mediocrity, either The Evming Citizen yesterday afterwould be only twenty votes in favor of the bill to eighty In yourself or the work you do; there are plenty to do noon. The young lady Is the daughThe Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
against it. If the percentage keeps dropping in this ordinary work, and the higher up you get the less com ter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Cosgrove. of
right
foot
Santa
her
Barbara,
and
manner no one need be surprised if statehood carries In petition you have.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD
was fractured and sprained. Two Elk
Arizona.
Ambition may lie cultivated, and small talents may physicians on the train set the broken
be made to grow. Be your own harshest critic, woi
bone and reduced the swelling, and
Denver Republican: Standing alone, Arizona would with a will, and success will find you. There is plent when t.'ie train reached Williams a
be a feeble atate like Nevada, and to would New Mexof room for the careful worker and original thinker pair of crutches were secured. The
ico. Neither would have the strength wlih which to whether In the mechanical or the professional walk c! young lady mingled with the crowd
maintain a strong and crticlcnt state government. But life. Criticism is beneficial If yon face It with an hon at the Alvarado, while the train was
and sefined very cheerful, statLEADING
let them be united ami they will cunsil'iite one of the est mind, and weigh it without bitterness; brutal frank here,
ing that she was out for a good time,
trongest slates in the west, fully capable of maintaining nfss Is worth more to you than veneered applause
going
was
not
and
ti let a little
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
an efficient government in every branch of public serthine like a broken foot interfere with Embalming Is Our Specialty
They should Join forces dm.) interests and thus
vice.
XX0XK(XXXX00000XXXOCCXXX
tier pleasures.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES
1ecome, not feeble and dependent members of the I'nion,
LET
BE
YOUR
US
GROCERY
but a strong, vigorous, commanding leader and mollor of
MAN. LOTS OF WORRY, TROU- Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Av?
national public opinion and sentiment.
Auto., 152.
BLE AND MONEY SAVED, IF YOU Colo, phone. Black, 298.
One of the most
its
ernment Is that devoted entirely to agriculture and
disposal
his
now
has
at
Wilson
Interests. Scrctary
hlch to further the Interests of
annually wit
win profit
the farmer and increase their opportunity to
from their land..
Is tor
Of this sum the largest single .appropriation
respon-iKiii- t.
The
Tribune.
Iuluth
the
Kays
inspection.
meat
the tMineatv and thoroughness of this work
If It Is
'..hhiI,
h heart of this department.
irniB ruiiij ' w
frotivoiv inp this countnr will r.ot only hold Its pres
only
nt markets hiv will greatly Increase them, as the were
foreign
countries
nooaoH
- - hv
"
t..i I..-J
rjiLiuiu'u
"" v
i...,! nn larh of Tironer home inspection. abroad for all
The department, also, seeks markets
other farm products and has been especially successful
innrwiBinjr the demand for American butter. It is no
mdeavoring to introduce the use of eornmeal among the
PnroT)r anrt in many other ways to
nf
,
M .1
rrtxt ill v. ip.o
l.maiipn the markets of the American farmers.
Besides this it has experts in the field and in
Bffhiine the diseases of cattle and seeking pre
ventive! for the scourges that frequently ruin the field
crops of large sections of the country. It Is also the
guardian of pure food and Professor Wiley and his aides
re constantly tempting death by offering their own
stomachs as testing grounds of the digestibility of foods
and the haruirulness of preservatives.
The forestry bureau of the department Is doing
work of elcantic public benefit: while its searchlnga
throughout the world for new or better adapted food and
forage plants, and its experiments at home In determin
ing the comparative value of different varieties, is prov
nm an
will continue to prove of incalculable benefit
to the agriculture of this country.
The department ias been in operation but seven
teen, years and baa grown to be one of the greatest of
the nine departments of the government. This la only
b it Bbould be, for agriculture is alike the foundation
of our greatness and the possibility of our expansion
The nation, the state and the community can be pros
perous only as agriculture flourishes. A purely mining
country may produce great riches for a few, but It can
never make a great commonwealth.
f--
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SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS
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London Club

LIVERY COMPANY

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.
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Baking Bread Is Ideal, With Gas

Only Way to Work
That Gains Success

'

1

heat-givin-

I

ss

Adams & Dilgard

Funeral Directors

New Mexican: All is not confidence nor joy in the
camp of the ant
league of Arizona. The defections In favor of Joint statehood are growing every
day and if maintained at the present ratio until November, that prediction of a nine to one vote will come true,
but in favor of Joint statehood. The Arlzonuns are examining the gift horse and they find that she Isn't an
old, worn-ou- t
wooden mare at all, but a noble racer,
that la every bit capable of carrying off the sweepstake
in the final race.

The oldest apple tree in Kansas may be seen in the
yard of John Gamble, at Waihetm. This tree was plantyearn ago, and Is still bearing so well that
ed fifty-on- e
an apple buyer lately offered 10 take the apples It Is
bushels.
this year, and call ttie total twenty-fiv- e
The trunk of the tree measures six feet eight inches In
circumference and the spread of the lower limbs Is
aixty-gi- x
feet. These figures are reliable, but in age at
least the Kansas tiee does not begin to compare with the
orchard in the Manzano mountains, which cannot be less
than 1"0 years o'd.

Excellent Floors
Made of Wood Pulp

DO.

San Francisco Chronicle.

REMEMBER.

EVERYTHING AS

WE GUARANTEE

REPRESENTED.

MONEY
OR YOUR
BACK. ASK
YOUR NEIGHBOR.
'XXXKOCXXOOCK0XXXXOC00
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
A new nieihud of door construction
wh cli a p pears'
"Good Things to Eat."
e
use
to have a great many advantages over the
TRY OUR
of boards, has been adopted very recently in Germany,
MEXICAN CHILI SAUSAGE 15c A
and Ih making us way Into even the better grade of
houses, as well as ihe cheaper apartments, where cost POUND.
WE MAKE IT.
is an item to be considered. The new floor c.i.ialsts esIT'S CLEAN.
sentially of wood pulp, and Is a noteworthy additional
IT TASTES GOOD.
instance of the u,. of this material which is now applied
SAN JOSE MARKET.
to the making of many useful articles of household econRAINBOW SOCIAL.
omy.
A rough
board floor is first laid, which serves
merely as a foundation for the flooring proper, liver
The E;iworth
of the H.n'.x
this the pulp is spread after having been mixed with la nil .M'ltiinllst church invite all the
t
come to tlu end of thr ra;n
certain substances which cause It on drying to become
est .Mountain road. 011
almost as hard as stone. It dries with an a'os dutely now, ai lael
even surface, and can then be painted or stained so a Tuesday evening, July 17, and receivi
to Imitate any wood. It is absolutely impervious to reward.
water, grease or dirt, and may be very easily cleaned.
A'fcjst ad dwts the work
A ('i'ien
It is also extremely durable ami the absence of cracks
is a safeguard not only to health but against the gathering of Insect pests, which are Die bane of so many
house Ives.
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The Territorial Fair which will
Koswell Record:
be held in Albuquerque September 17 to 22 promises to
JUST SO.
be the very best ever he'd I nthe territory. The citizens
Consoling Kriend Therei There! Ik.n'i
have raised double the amount of money ever raised
for previous fairs, and the best of attractions have been tears cannot bring her tack
Know l !
Widower
Thai's why I weep.
engaged. The railroads have placed cheap rates from
Set.
dining fair week.
II poims in the territory

vr:.,
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WM. CHAPLIN'S
SHOE STORE

;

rrart

?.e!Fne Shoes
No.

121

Wett Railroad Avenue.

Save your money and
your money will save you
from idleness and poverty.

Save

Your money and your money will
h.ive you trom worry and

Sve your
will

Irins

money and your money
you liuecess and hiippl- -

nefc.

00000

T.

H. O'REILLY & CO.
DRUCGlgtS

iLJ

THE BEST IN TOWN

IGE

Per Gallon

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

S2.

by putting it

Save,' your money
the hank. Money in the bank
safe, convenient ami available
a.l times.
A hank will
Monty has winys
money
from Hying away
Ueep your
i;l
hold it until lie best us"
n:i,l
can e made of it.
I

is a luxury wl'.ich
anything
you
does noi cost
A

THE

haul; a rc un!

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

COMMERCE
NEW

MEXICO

J

LOOKS

GOOD

TO

fljf J

'IT.at's what you'll say
htn yen
see that r.!re li'tle home, all furnished, for $1.3u0; lino down 4bJ
balam e I;' j a mon'h.

Oi;V;'..tJ
R

PORTERFIELD

CO..

110 WEST COLD

JULY

FRIDAY,

13,

JUDGE W.

ALECQUERQUE

190.

No Charge

AT TRACTION PARK

No Charge

For Grandstand

SUNDAY, JULY 15th, 3 O'CLOCK

For Grandstand

A CIGAR

But as Congress Agreed Otherwise, He Is Going
to Do All He Can For Joint Statehood For
New Mexico and Arizona.

i
4

1

about Jointure, and when the Novamlier election takes place will
that they will have sufficient pride for the name of Arizona to 9
vote for what can be a great state Arizona. Grant county will do
her share towards rolling up a majority In its favor. There is
Just one way to make It win let everybody get busy and do fheir
share on the day of election. With best wishes,
Yours truly,
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PEOPLE FLEEING

MIRABEL'S WIFE

FROM SOCORRO

KNOWS MURDERER

DONE

FROM GOVERNOR

COMPETITIVE

B. J. Whiteside, representing a ci
gar company, is registered at (he A1-- !
having arrived in the city
varal
list evening from Socorro. Speaking:
of tne recent earthquake thre, he.
said:
"1 was en route from the depot to
the hotel about 5:13 a. m. Thursday,!
in a 'bus, when the first shock came.
The 'bus shook like a ship at sea, and
the horses stopped, frightened.
All
around us I could hear the crashing
of glass as it was shaken from the
windows. The few occupants of the
saloons open at that early hour, rushed Into the street, as did the occupants of houses, who were then
awake. It was the heaviest of the
many shocks that have len felt there
the past mree weeks.
"I went to the hotel and retired. In
the next three and one-hahours I
felt five separate and distinct Bhocks.
I do not think
I was frightened, but
do known that I broke my record
five times for getting out of bed In
a hurry. I made a trip over the town
to see w.iat damage had been done.
I heard that several women had fainted, and many cf the walls of the
adobe buildings were cracked.
The
little park was full of people all day,
who were greatly frightened, especially the women and children.
"Goods were thrown from the
shelves in the Btores, and Mr. Abeyta..
of the Socorro Mercantile company,
moved his family from their two story
home, owing to the badly cracked
walls.
"There were other distinct shocks
felt at 10:30 a. m., at noon, 1:30. 4
and 7 o'clock, in the afternoon. Everybody took to the middle of fhe
roads, and when night came many
were camped in their yards, as the
shocks continued to be felt at Intervals. There was no such thing as a
seismograph in the t:wn. and if
there had been I doubt if it could
have kept up with the many shocks.
The train to Magdalena was delayed by many big rocks being tnrown
into the cuts and on the tracks by
the quake, and passengers over the
wagon
roads experienced the same
lf
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So It Is

Thought-Refus-

to This City Harbors Refugees.
Business Houses Closed.
People Frightened.

es

Name
Testimony by
Kim-Interes-

WITNESSES

ting

EXAMINED

.

MANUFACTURER TELLS CONDITIONS

YESTERDAY

Sheriff Armijo'g deputies are still
searching tor two suspects of the
Mirabel murder in the neighborhood
of Los Lunas, but as yet no report of
their effecting a capture has been
received at the sheriff's office.
Yesterday at the court house Mrs.
Mirabel, the widow of the man slain,
and Miss Juanita Lucero, who danced
with Mirabel on the night of his murder, were examined by Sheriff Armijo
and his men. Miss Lucero was put
under oath first and It was soon noticed that her answers were being
prompted by the dead man's wife,
whereupon the latter was removed
from, the room and later examined
alone Several discrepancies In their
two statements were noticed and
Sheriff Armijo Is convinced that Mrs.
Mirabel knows more concerning the
murder than she Is willing to tell.
While being examined Mrs. Mirabel stated that she and her husband
had been separated some two years,
during which time they had nothing
whatever to do with each other.
Asked If she had been receiving attentions from other men she answered "No." Asked If she had obtained
a divorce or had lived wfth any other
man she swore that she had not. It
was then pointed out to her that some
nine months or a year ago she bad
become a mother, and she broke
down, confessing that she had been
living with a well known Old, Albuquerque man and that he was the
father of the child. She stoutly denied, however, that he and Mirabel
had ever had any trouble, or that the
"ather of her child liorn out of wedlock was the murderer of her husband.
The sheriff and his deputies are
firmly convinced that Mrs. Mirabel,
Miss Lucero and others, including Du
Hois, tne other victim of the assailant, know who killed Mirabel, or at
least have strong suspicions, but will
not divulge his name. Steps are being taken to force their knowledge
from them, and unless some of them
'Ree fit to tell all they know they may
find themselves
under arrest for
shielding a fugitive from justice.
Sheriff Armijo is determined to unravel the mystery if possible and to
This end will do all that the law allows him to do in the matter of forcing those conversant with the affair
to talk, and interesting developments
f.re being looked for. Several new
witnesses were- examined this afternoon by Sheriff Armijo.
.

;

Albuquerque Is being' made a haven
of refuge for refugees from the earth
n
little city of Socorro,
a large number having precipitately
fled from that place, among them being Mr. and Mrs. M. Ballew, proprietors of the Socorro Overall Manufac
turing company, who, with their
guest. Miss Emma Moravek. arrived
in the citv this morning; Mrs. Lee
Mitchell and mother, Mrs. J. J. Leas- on, Miss Lena Price and a number of
others.
Mr. Ballew said they fled In a hnr
ry and "stood not on the order of
their going."
"Almost every house in Socorro la
.
more or less damaged," said hej "Rev.
Maddlson's house being the only one
not Injured. Abran Abeytla's house Is
completely destroyed, as are a number of the older dwellings. Most of
the stores are closed and when we
left everybody was making preparation to sleep In their yards. Great
excitement prevails there, as the people still have in mind the San Francisco earthquake and holocaust. The
shocks continued throughout the day
and up until midnight, not being
heavy but distinct enough to be felt
and keep the tension of the people
up."
Mr. Ballew closed his store and
factory indefinitely before leaving
ind will not return to Socorro until
satisfied that all danger of further
.shocks is over.
Together with his
wife and guest he will make A!bu
querque his stopping place until affairs at Socorro have resumed their
normal condition.
quake-stricke-

TOMATOES.
SUMMER SQUASH.

"

STRING BEANS.
WAX BEANS.

Mr. and Mrs. R. Perry, of Fort
fiance, Ariz., are in the city.
Mr.

lovn.

and
Mr. and Mrs. Georgethe former's brother. Hubert Falconer,
Mcof Chicago, are here from the
intosh ranch, but will return u the
ranch tomorrow morning. Today Mr.
Mcintosh is introducing them to bis
many city t'r.ends. The Chicago visand weal'hy
itor is a
hfiraeshoer of the "Windy City." and
came out to New Mexico to ii: his
brother and bis wife, who are i!p;
lln'o.-.i- i
general overseers ;i; tin
home.
to Chif.mo
l'.efore
.
is:t
Robert
Falconer will firt
Paso.
Fab-one-

r

well-know-

NEW,

COPN.
SWEET GREEN
JUST FRESH. AT
THE JAFFA GROCERY
Things to Eat."

GOOD

THINGS

TO

EAT

RASPBERRIES, box.. 20c
15c
STRAWBERRIES, box
15c
BLACKBERRIES, box
15c
LOGAN BERRIES, box
RED

PLUMS.

25c
25c

2 lbs

APRICOTS, 2 lbs
PEACHES, per lb
GRAPES. 2 lbs
PEARS. 3 lbs
BANANAS, per doz
CHERRIES, lb
CANTELOUPES, each
GREEN COKN, doz
SQUASH,
GREEN AND WAX
BEANS, lb
SUMMER

Carpet Remnants

"Deliver the Goods."

SHOOT AT LAS VEGAS OTHER

FOR

ASPIRANTS

HONORS!

General Orders No. 15, have lecn
It begins to look as though
issued by the adjutant general at
would witness some real
Santa Fe, relative to the encourage- sport at Traction park Sunday afterment of small arms practice among noon during the exhibition of Dr. Carver's diving horses. Several local
the militiamen of New Mexico:
young men and young women as well
The order in part, says:
A silver cup will he presented
by have accepted Dr. Carver's offer of
Hon. H. J. Hagerman, governor of 1100 to ride "Silver King" :n his
dive.
New Mexico, to the company whose.) forty-foo- t
team makes the highest aggregate! The one who promises to "deliver
the goods," however, and who will,
scores.
Teams Oi five men from each com- - undoubtedly make the attempt. Is
pany In the national guard will tie Charlotte Erickson, a waitrtss at a
ordered to Ijis Vegas August 22, and local hotel.
the competition will legin at once, "I'll ride the diving horse." empliat-- i
after the teams reach tnat camp, con-- ! ically declared Miss Erickson, to a retinning as long as Is necessary for porter for The Evening Citlxen this,
morning. "It's dead easy. All v. ant
all teams to fire.
'Sa one shall be eligible to repre- Is assurance that the 'mazuma' will
sent a company who has not been en- be for;hcomlng."
This part of ,lt has been agreeably
listed in the guard at least six months,
and who has not performed at least arranged with Dr. Carver, and al75 per cent of military
duty during though the manager of the hotel de-- !
Clares that if Miss Erlckson rides any
that time.
The kind of a fire to be used In diving horses she' will lose her Job
as a waitress, the young lady seems
this competition is as follows:
to think that $100 In the liand Is
Slow fire. 200. 500 and 600 yards.
worth $200 In the hotel, and is makRauld fire, 200 yards.
accordingly.
Number of shots. At 200 yarqs, tea ing her arrangements
shots. At 500 and 6no yards, one She Is an expert swimmer, and holds
sighting sh.'t and ten sliots for rec several medals for high diving, and
although this will be her first atord at each range.
Standing, at 2i yards, tempt at riding a diving horse, she
Positions:
and prone, with head toward target has a world of confidence In Tierself,
and says she can do anything that
at all other ranges.
Arms:
I'nlted States rifles and "the girl In red" can do, except fakcarbines, with no; less than three-poun- ing.
Other aspirants for similar honors
trigger pull.
Ammunition:
Service cartridges, are Riley Edwards of the Monarch
Grocery store, and Clarence Heald, a
as issued for target practice.
The latter, howGun Ming The use of the gun university student.
sling will he permitted, provided It ever, has met with serious opposition
Is attached to Its proper swivels, and on the ipart of his parents, his father
if used only in connection with the having written t3 Dr. Carver that he.
arms of the competitor as a brace.
Kev. J. H. Heald, will not give his;
Ricochets All ricochets count as consent, and that he has retained At-- i
torney iM. E. Hlckey to represent him
hits.
Targets In slow fire target "A" at in case there should be any compll-- j
200 yards: target "B" at 5o0 and 000 cations. Rev. Heald adds that the'
yards. Rapid fire, target "F.
j above Is not a threat, but that he and
The team securing the highest to-- Mrs. Heald liave serious objections,
tal score and the least number of againBt their son taking a bath in;
penalties, will be permitted to take1 the manner Intended, and as a result
the cup, holding tne same until the! Dr. Carver has generously replied
next competition, when it will be com-- ; to them tna-- he will not allow their
peted for again, and the company: son to attempt tne feat, and as a con-- '
winning toe oup the second time, or. sequence Clarence is much crestfal- In other words, the company who has len.
Riley Erwards Is going ta make the
won the cup twice, will become Its
owners, provided that In the event of dive on the back of "Silver King.":
the muster out of any oonvpany at the that is, he Is going to make the at-- ;
time of its folding tne cup. It will be tempt, and as Riley has plenty of
turned over to the adjutant generator, nerve, he also should "make good." ,
will
be assigned
Miss Erickson
the territory, and it will be offered
again, to be competed for under such "Little Powder Face," or one of the
rules as may be prescribed.
other horses, and with the firm de-The offering of a cup by Governor! termination that her words and man
Hagerman will no doubt have a ten- - ner conveys, should successfully per
fun n n , I ..In frtt hfsfilf T"ll
dency to encourage the small arms flVm .
practice among the guardsmen, as It Carver's $100 and a discharge from
will 'be something of an honor to lie, the position as waitress.
Any way. there should be "someable to lay claim to 4he "Gov-- !
ernor's cup," and the reputation fori thing doing" for those who attend the
being the best shots In the New Mex- exhibition next 8unday, which wdll
ico militia.
be the last In this city.

10c

25c
25c
40c
15c
10c

50c

3lbs...25c

CAULIFLOWER, lb
HEAD LETTUCE. 2 for
FRESH GREEN CHILI, lb

10c
15c

5c
.

10c

ETC., ETC.

Remember, our terries are
iced shipped, and are the finest
received in the city. Special
prices in quantities for preserving. Be sure and see our
of fresh
fruits and
vegetables before buying.

The Jaffa Grocery Co.

ia

Gccd Things to Eat.

fetch along the money and the lailh-will iiiiy the uecessarv articles. Admission free, ith a good em r'ain-nien- t.
lie cream and cake. 15 cents.
Don't forget the ila:i next Thurs-

p.

.'

Camp
dinner
5 to

il

i.e

tie

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
Colo. Phone BIk 93

Atito. Phone 292

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE

& CO,,

k

117 Gold Avenue

.

FE CENTRAL

SANTA

1

Don't Dispute with
Woman,
Especially, if she tells you to order
sack of
1
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (lr you should forget the order), that you could not
find It, for every first-clu- s
groosr
bandies EMPRESS. You T7111 tinny
find good bread, good biscuits, goo
pastry and moat Important oi all,
good cheer to greet you wten yo
come home for your dinner. Try tt
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empress H
all others.

The opening to the public last evWirl shipments over the Santa Fe
ening of the "Penny Auditorium. ' un- Central have comnunced, and up to
der the management of M. P. Davis, date, about 200.000 pounds of the
was flppfvJ atiinlA have lepn handled One
at iMtiVi South Second street,
auspicious indeed. i.,e building, com hundred and thirty-fivthousand
pletely renovated and lighted through' pounds went to
ucumcarl, to oe WE
out with numerous Incundescents, be- treated at the scouring mills at that
ing crowded up to as lae 3a midnight point, and 55.000 pounds were sent to
Every description of ;ienny amuse this city for the same purpose.
ment machine Is to be found at the General" Manager Grlmshaw expects
pari r. and the place promises
to ti iiHmi u n 4 spasoii more wool inn
bee nif a n ort of en: rtainment for .in. re lambs for n.r.rUct that the road
Hit ladles h:iJ c'Mldrsu of the ci y transported last year.
s; ' ! illy,
A Citizen Classified ad is a good!
Investment.
"!i!.u Wart ad bring results.

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. K.

e

1

HAVE JUST RECEIVED A COMPLETE LINE OF

ED. PINAUD'S IMPORTED
(Parii,

Franc)

Extra Fine Toilet Soaps, Face Powders, Rouge,

I

Southwestern Savings, Loan and Build

THE BLUE FRONT

ing Association, of Las Vegas, N. Mex.
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, JULY
ORGANIZED MAY 1, 1899.

estate

Keai

Sundry

....

iHd.tors

A
",,342.80
L'R.ft'iU.tiu

2.259.30

'

O.

1.253.25,

1.210.58
1S.470.31

3,

First National Bank

Build-

finnipnipnop. - finmfnrt - ftomiritv
wwvuiltj
UUU I willUIIU w
UUIIIIUIl
duties

teiephcre

rrake
lighter, the cares

th

less,

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED

9

A

TELEPHONE

NICE, COOL SMOKE

2
x

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

00O0OOOOOOOOOOO0

c
c

hands. Smokers swear by the White
Lily brand. Just 5 cents for one; $2.00
u box of 50.

A.
A

1
J

A

A

A

J. RICHARDS

JOSEPH
J

20

RAILROAD

AVINuk

4S

The St. Elmo
BARNETT, Piop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskie f

W

Hot

1

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AMD
CLUB ROOMS

oo-ooooo-

The telephone precerves your

health, prolongs your life and c
prctect your home.

Is conilnR your way when you light up
a White Lily. From wrapper to filler
ifa fine flavored, well cured tobacco
put together by deft and experienced

113', WEST

t

ing, Albuquerque, N. M.

Th

.mVsi'V

;:..2i4.o.--

I

E. STEVENS, General Agert, Room

N.

If;

3.243.7U

$2ot.944.i'5
!2"0.!'44 O.'i
............
I
C
tlitllil- 'in.l
C'Jiltur
.1...
..in
.t....i
I.
ing Association of l.i.s Vepas. New Mexico, do swear that the above
......
. .. i
.
1.
1.
i
m i,
mem is
imw letii;- - aim i...nf
I'orieei, 10 ne 1....
lies'
iu.
C. K. PF.KHY, Secretary.
urn to i.. fore nie this 1st day of July, lfii'6.
Subscribed and
W. (1. H A Yl ON. Notary Public.
H. 0. COOK?. 1AM KS S. 'lH'NCAN. Directors.
Correct Attest:
j

I

117 West Railroad AvsniM.

1, 1906.

Class "A' Stock
Class "H" Stock
Class "t" Stock
Class If Stock . ,
3.:i73.5 Class ' K ' Slock
s.712.'.ii Class "F' ' Stock
Full Paid"Suck.
Class
I'mlUide.l Profits

.

Both Telephon"

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.
Mortgage
First
and Stock
lihl.Ti'.T.i'i;
Loans
til 1.45
Furniture and F ixtnn s. . .
lu.47S.-- 2
I'ash on ha.i .
I .

Toilet Waters and their special line of bulk
Quadruple Extracts.

The Williams Drug Company

OF THE

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION

(liet.i- n1.
12 t.i 2
7 n. rn..

v

PILSENER BEER

SHIPMENTS OVER

WOOL

PENNY AUDITORIUM

3 5

.'i.Li

Ti. AT.

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

1

4

at

Albuquerque,

Railroad Ave.,

0

i

iti.

Sunday

308-31-

d

STOCK
INTERNATIOMI.
FOOD
GIVES GREATER SPEED AND ENDURANCE.
THREE FEEDS FOR
ONE CENT.
25C. 50C. AND $1.00
E. W. FEE. 602-0PER PACKAGE.
S.
FIRST. SUCCESSOR TO
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO.
Spend

Albert Faber

1

MANY VISIT THE

C01RT

Special
Hrin. Canyon.
eints:

fur-nis-

V.

When you receive your Invitation
to the Presbyterian church how just
say. "I am go
to help if )i takes
my last dollar, and if you can't
et
down town to buy something just

.hi y

Brussels and Axmlnster at
less than actual cost.
Come in and brln- - measurements of
your room. We will b able to
h
you with a nlct carpet for very
little money.

1

Harry L. Lindemann.
Harry I Lindemann, well known to
a large number of Albuquerqiuans as
the popular music dealer, with George
Learnard, died this morning shortly
lefore 1 o'clock, as' the result or the
ravages of tubtrculosis. against which
he had made a plucky right for the
past several years. The deceased,
who lived at
Nnrth Edith street,
came to Albuquerque some three years
agr and nf:aj!ed ifi the music business, making many friends by his
gentlemanly manner and fair dealing
He leaves a wife and daughter, 5
years o) dto mourn his demise. On
Marcb l!t Ust. his brother. Edwin A.
ciied in thN city from
'he ame complaint Tne decea-e- d
was burn in St. Imls, Mo., where his
survivinj; rthtlves reside. Funeral
arrangements have not yet been complete.!, but will .probably take place
Sunday afternoon.

day

Soma of them just enough to covsr
a small bed room or sitting room-Ing- rain,

-

MORTUARY

GREEN CHILI.
GREEN PEAS.

;

Perry is the Navajo Indian agent a.
Fort Defiance.
At the'ejurt house this ar.eriiuon
in justice court the preliminary htar-ini- ,
of the libel suit, in which Eslavlo
Vigil and the publishers of "La Opinion Publira" ate entangled, was under way. with qui' e a large crowd of
witnesses on hand.
of Albuquerque
A large number
I oople win spend Sunday at the new
summer rsort at Bear Canyon, which
opens tomorrow. The mad through
the canyon has been greatly improved
and the camp is fully equipped to acThe propri-tor- .
commodate ihe people.
Mr. Hayes, states that a dinner
and snppr will lie served Sunday
which will satisfy the best people in

POLICE

Can-delar-

PARAGRAPHS.
De--

"Many were the causes assigned
for the quakes by the inhabitants. One
man declared that It was caused by
the mountains slipping, while another,
whose home was badly damaged, declared that shocks were occasioned
by the earth's crust becoming thinner as one approached the center of
the earth, and added thai Socorro
was nearer hell than any other spot
on the globe.
"Iwa8 tickled to death to getaway
from that vicinity and I think I have
had enough seismic disturbances to
do me fjr the rest of my natural
life."

Because he tanked up on bad booze
and left his team of horses standing
hitched to a post from 11 o'clock In
morning until 11 o'clock at night,
PEOPLE SAY OUR VEGETABLES the
ARE ALWAYS NICE AND FRESH. without food or water, Salvador
was fined $10 In police court
WE HAVE TODAY:
this morning, which, as yet, he has
LETTUCE.
not succeeded In raising, and still lanCUCUMBERS.
guishes In durance vile.
RADISHES.
Vince Dillon, wanted for assaulting
BEETS.
his brother-in-law- ,
John Miller, with
CAULIFLOWER.
a knife, attempting to kill him, was
ONIONS.
"
arrested by the police shortly before
TURNIPS.
5 o'clock this alternon, and will
CABBAGE.
be
?ien a he?ring tomorrow morning at
PARSLEY.
J
o'clock.
PARSNIPS.

-

LOCAL

difficulty.

We have on sale a large lot of

j

Horse-Confid-

ico National Guard.

e ADMISSION

Extra Special

WILL MAKE DIVE

To Best Marksman Team in On Back of Carver's Diving;
Companies of New Mex-- :
ent
She Can

TH1 PLAit

AT

nmuyuunyuL uiixl.

in iiii.ii.ii

J. Whiteside Was in Socor
ro and Experienced 12
Distinct Shocks.

DAMAGE

S Her City, N. M., July 12. 190?.
The Eve.iing Citizen, Albuquerque. New Mexico.
Gentlemen I am one who was always in favor of single state- hood, but as congress lias put the proposition up to the ieople. of
New Mexico and Arizona, to assept or reject, ! am going to do all
that I can for Joint statehood. It seems to me that any one who
was iK)in in a state and came to either of the two territories later
am in hopes that our
in life, can hardly afford to vote against It.
neighbors in Arizona will eventually come to think differently

MAN

DESCRIBES QUAKE
B.

mi

page five.

THE DIVING HORSES

FOR SINGLE STATEHOOD

))

CI1IZEN.

ADMISSION

NEWCOMB WAS

11.

EVENING

TO
THE LADIES:
weather is here too warm to wash and iron. Send your

Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry thexa correctly and will deliver thera to you in. a nice box they 1U not b
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or gluna finish.
Back of Postofflcs.
Call ths Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

Imperial Laundry Co.

0
0

AMJUQtJKRQUE

PAGE SIX.

NORWAY'S CROWN PRINCE'
A HUSKY YOUNGSTER '!

COMPILED LIST OF
'

SCHOOL DIRECTORS
Of Different Districts in Ber-

nalillo

NEW

LETTERS
SELF-MAD-

that plan, the packers pay eight cents
a head for the Inspection, and that's

FROM A
PACKER

E

TO HIS SON PERCY

National League.
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
I'firls. July ;;, in06.
Pittsburg
9 in 0
Iear Percy our leltnr regarding
llrnoklyn
6 in 1 tin. tiiar.ui'Actiirp
tf beef, ham and
Batteries:
Phlllppl and other tiinats liy synthesis, was very
Phelps; Strlcklett, Scanlon and
lnt-- rest v.t.
as It did. the
Hissihlhtie. of chemistry, and I was
At St. Louis
R. If. E. especially gratified to learn
the chem- St. Loul
..7 10 3 l:ry d I artnietu Is wide awake.
But
Philadelphia
It is of ;io
practical value,
the
Batteries:
Ueelte
and Marshall; process I? too expensive. At theusores
Lush and Itooln.
time-long
as
and
as
we
ent
have the
At Chicago First game:
R. If. E. meat business
to well in hand, It is
Chicago
fi
. .4
0 cheaper to nell
real meat, so we must
Bos-to.1 7 1
Kllrni; Young continue to do so.
"
Batteries:
Brown
and
me more than any-tWhat
WW
Interests
U
Y,:i,
,
and O'Neill.
i, ; elne just now is
that fellow
game
Second
R H. E. R (isivelt's
attark on the stockyards.
Chicago
s 5 0 .All l Know ahout
It is what I .vol trom
Boston
2
6 3
Loudon pa: rs. but tl;c papers of
Batteries: Pfelster and Moron I. in- - the
Paris,
Berlid and oth r citin over
taman. Dolan and Brown
here are full of It, and I suppose the
At Cincinnati
R. H. E. papers at
I noare howllt'i.
Cincinnati
...1114 4 ticed In onehome
paper that "employes exNew York
16 4
...It
on the floor," and another
Batteries: Welmer, Hall Livingston pectorated
pu,Kr said. they falbd to wash thelrf
and Schlel: Taylor and Bowerman
hands.
Such rci'. Does Roosevelt
think we are running a hospital or a
American League,
pure foo, sl ow. The Idea of making
At New York
R. H. E. ;nlitlca! tapital out of he fact tha'
New York
3
nun pectonted on the floor. Where
...4 11
Chicago
...3 7 1 would they expectorate? Isn't the
Batteries:
Smith and Sullivan; floor the most natural place? Does
Orth and Klelnow.
that upstart think the packers can
At Washington
R. H.E. afford to furnish cuspldores for our
Washington
...n 4 r employes? Cuspldores are for parCleveland
...6 7 0 lors, not 'packing houses, and even I
Falkenberg and Klt- - did not have them in my parlor until
Batteries:
tredge: Hess and Bemis.
I
had made my first hundred thou
TL M. E.
At Boston
sand dollars. And floes h snpiH.se
0 we
St. Louis
. . 4
mil afford to aiicw our mn to kill
Boston
...
iliu. i y washing ti'.eir hands? Think
Batteries: Powell and O'C on nor. Di- wiipt ii 'veu'd c;if? v If cvtry man
neen nil Garrlngan.
nahed iii ' I'lr'il.a nre or twUv c!ur
At Philadelphia
rt. H. n. in workinif hiiitu.
2
2
. . . 2
Philadelphia
Then I Voile 100, ibat thu special
. . . 1
2 2 report says:
Detroit
of the men wore
Batteries: Donovan and Wtirner; dirty aprons." What of that, pray
Plank and Powers.
Don't they liae to keep their clothes
clean? Percy, this clean apron busl
American Association.
ness is ail right In pictures In the
o
At St. Paui
t.
game magazines, but It's all impractical
postponed on account of rain.
and 'visionary. I suppose Mr. Roose-vel- r
At Minneapolis Minnapoli-Loui- s
will demand next that we keep
ville game postponed on account of manicurists In the plant, sprinkle the
floors with rcse water and wash the
. rain.
Crown PrtnoA Otnf ta
U
ri
lo cam
inn tltU
At Kansas City-Ka- nsas
ic LiKa TUI.
nine utJii ol imiir
itaaKon ana
windows with cologne.
most popular child in Norway. HeiQ,,een Maud i8 a' grandson of King
1
City
But don't become excited Percy
PM urn.11r.l nf OnalnnH
II,.
n
1.1
Is received with every evidence of de
i7i uiiiaini.
4 And don't join any
open fight on
iic ib a utrtuiuy Columbus
youngster,
and ttie sea k. ngs,
his
At Milwaukee
Roosevelt. He seems to have the
ilgnt by the people whenever be an- r.,..
..i
8 people buncoed, and an open attack
""me uuujiii, cue Mriiru Willi llic Milwaukee
pears on the streets of Chrlstiania. prospects
before them.
Indianapolis
2 will be a boomerang.
Ycu are too
young to mix up In politics, any way.
You leave Roosevelt to the older felWestern League.
FIENDISH ACT OF
Joe Balsz about her son's villainy.
They
lows in the packing business.
At Sioux City
R.
H.
E.
!,...
A PHOENIX BOY.
Thin
nt. mm.
...... la ..n.
Ufiiy Ullf line, Sioux City
uui inn
3 10 5 will settle him quietly enough ''and
Jose Maria Quljada. aged 13 years, Mrs. Quljada
has frequently gone
4
9 1 without possibility
of resurrection.
Moines
takes the plum for being about the to Deputy Sheriff Balsz with lur trou- - DesBatteries:
Here's tbt couise for you ta follow:
Jackson
Freese;
and
meanest criminal of hia see in thi bles. and that officer nas often re-- !
Say
"Yes,
everybody,
to
Roosevelt's
Dexter and Towne.
section, says the Phoenix Oazctte.
monstrated wiih the boy in the hope
Some of the picking
At Pueblo
R. H. E. partly right.
The other afternoon he deliberately of scaring him Into doing better. He Pueblo
2
8 4 houses nre not
operated as tney
fired the houfe in which he lives, was told that he would be arrested
o should be. but John Beefham's Isn't
4
6
Lincoln
his
with
mother and little brother. unless he reformed, but the efforts to
Batteries: Minor and Messltt; Eyler one of that class. We not only agree
He had nothing in particular against keep him out of prison have been
with him in the demand for inspecthe house, but dtsired. so It is said, given up, and this afternoon Denutv andAt Zinran.
R, H. E. tion, but we invite the world to walk
to Incinerate his little brother, who Balsz set out for th Quijada place DenverDenver
through
our establlsnment."
4 4 2
If the
was witnin.
10 arrest me boy.
He would have
3 8 3 world accepts the invitation, let it
He tore up paper and placed It un- gone earlier, but the lad t'.oes not Omaha
t; see the president's
Batteries: Adams, Russell and
private and pubder a corner of the house where the spend the days at mime.
Dodge. McNeeley and Oonding. lic offices, the general manager's ofbrteze would strike It, and then was
fice, the office clerks' lunch room, the
i
trying to apply a match, when a
thought you said yon didn't like
L'pton Sinclair has received $10,000 stenographers'
rest rooms and the
neignitor Interfered and prevented machine politics."
fr0m an English paper for the serial shipping room. Now don't grow nerthe holocaust. Mrs. Quljada. who Is
"And I don't."
right for a novel written several vears vous. Remember if the government
a hard working, good woman, came
"Then why did you conduct your ago. Upton, as well as the packers. dees carry on rigid inspection we can
down town and told Deputy Sheriff campaign In an automobile?"
finds rotten meat profitable.
easily fix the Inspectors, and as for
i

intendent A. H. St roup
Count v
from a business
returned
trip to Socorro. uid has submitted the
follow inn li;t of sclioH directors of
the various districts In Bernalillo
county to The Eveiv.nu C'it.zen for
publication:
District 1. Precinct 1. San .lone
Felipe Armljl. Rafael Garcia, Perfiilo
Sahadr.
District 2. Precinct S. I.os Uvitgos
Zamora, Pie-iAndres tiutierrez. Je.-uiGliego.
District i. Precinct 3, Alameda
Ceroninio Pacheco. Manuel Carabajal,
Miguel Trujillo.
District 4. Precinct 4. R. lie Albuquerque Primltivo l.uoero, Bias Garcia. Telesfor Garcia.
District 6. Precinct 5. Barelas J. A.
Garcia, S. S. Gilbert. Simon Tafoya.
District 6, Precinct 6, Padillas V
Chaves. Estanlslado Padilla, .lose
Chaves y Apodaca.
District 7, Precinct 7. San Antonio
Charles Kemp. Dario Gutierrez, Juan
Su-i.-
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Board

School
ELECTS

Town

County-O- ld

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Alguin.

District 9. Precinct 9 R. Ue Atrisco
Mirabon Sanchez, Policarpio Arnii-J- o,
Jose de la Luz Annijo.
District 10, Precinct lO.Escobosa
Modesto Montoya, Filomeno Mora,
Aurelio RaeL
District 11. Precinct 11. Pajarito
Manuel Pena, J. F. Hubbe.ll, Donaciano
Lobato.
Old AlDistrict 13, Precinct
Joseph
buquerque Jesus Romero,
Werner, Thomas Ouran.
District 14. Precinct 14, San Igna-c.- 0
Pedro Aranda, Nicholas Hererra,
Martin Arauua.
District 22. Precinct 8, Candelanas
Max Ehrlich, Andres Garcia, Eliseo
Gutierrez.
District 23, Precinct 23, San Anto-nit- o
Donaciano Gutierrez, David Gu-

.
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El Paso & Southwestern System

TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

S23

attorneys to fight the $1,000 saloon
license there. They are reported to
be about to make the fight on the
ground that the license Is prohibitive.
It is possible that the Phoenix saloonlsts are short on memory. They
perhaps do not recall the decision of
both the district and supreme courts
In the Legal Tender gambling cases at
Tucson. In both court3 the claim that
he license was prohibitive was ignored by the courts.
The Phoenix saloonlsts do not seem
to be standing together very well and
one of them Is quoted as saying that
a license of $1,000 would do him Just
as well. .Police reports all over the
country show that in towns where the
saloon license Is high there are few
of the low grog shops in which people
are "rolled." criminals harbored and
crimes planned.

Is good for you. It is the national beverage where vigor and health are the rule, and
nervousness the rare exception.

For full particulars see

1

o

,

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

Santa

Schlitz.

SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN

"O:.:-

'

ir

I

r-

f

a

..."

$36
$45

For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-jsale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, d:iri:v'. May, June,
July, August and September.
T. E. PUUriV. Asent.

n

SPECIAL
RATES TO THE EAST
is the time to take nun trip back borne. Take advant-

Now

age of the low rates to the east. Tickets on
at special rs luced
ra'ea for the round trip, from June 1 to September 3').
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.33
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
l
On the following ('jitea the Panta Ke will
excursion tickets
to tha principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
MUsou-- i,
Nobrasli. North Dakotn, South Dakota, Wisconsin anil
Wyoir.ing: Jun.
Inclu2. a'.so Juue:-ir.and July
sive: also July 1'.', l''i and 21. Ca l at tii ki'i otlioe and we willhc!:
you plan a trip. .:,!...
find rat
to a few of the principal points:
$51.50
CHICACO
RETURN
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN.. ANDRETLRN
$48.61
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
31.
T. E. l'L'HDY, A,'t.
Huurn limit o' a'.l tickeis, U'MWt
st-i-

1

!.:n

Fe Central Railway System

Vou bUouid plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyou and
Liberal
Petrified Forest.
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36

i

''':

Gen. Pass. Agent.

Summer Rates West

1

build an

R. STILL,

SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to ail parts
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa,
Fe with the Denver ft Rto Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
t
'
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
I. B. ORIMSHAW.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. afgr
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
A. L. GRIMSHAW.
J. P. LYNO.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt
Traveling Frt. and Pag. Agt
SANTA FE, N. M
GENERAL OFFICES

always means

h--

V.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

insist on a pure beer a beer that's
'
well aged. " Get a beer that is clean, filtered
and sterilized. That

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.

ny agent, or address

General Agent.

But

ARIZONA'S PENITENTIARY.
It cost Arleona 161,602 last year to
maintain the territorial prison at
Yuma. The receipts from the prison
were I7.31S, according to the report
neen sent out by the board1
of control, which look after all the1
territorial institutions. The report on
affairs at the territorial prison re-- '
fltvts credit on Warden Jerry Mlllay.!
I frge as the
entire expense seems, It
L a fact, nevertheless, that the cost'
f maintenance of each prisoner
is'
than forty-twone half cents
aui
per day.
The expense she.-- .
a
compared
with
he
California penitential U s.
howa Arizona up hi a g.vod light, as
the expense per div for each pris-- i
oner is nearly two cents b'ss than at'
Kolsoin. Cal. This U trie, notbwith-sending the fact that !u this territory supplies are hlgiier than in Cali, v rp j
fornia.
The greatest expmse at. the terrl-'nia- l
penitentiary is the guard force.'
lilch would not have t be added to
veu If there were twice as many'
rihoners.
Every prisoner release from Yuma'
given $5, a $10 unit (;f clothes, and
I si If
fare transportation tor 300 milu.

--

CARNETT KING

Malt is a food, half digested. Hops are a
tonic. ,A little alcohol there is but a trifle in
beer is an aid to digestion.

COST OF MAINTAINING

i

Altwqaerqce, New Mexico

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

are reported to
to a fund to engage

in New York."
skvscraper Is

First and Marquette

trains daily, carrying standard rnd tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair car and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time

Phoenix saloonlsts

,..-.v-

Lumber, .Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoie Rooting

Rock Island System

MAKE FIGHT

soing '

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Between tha Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

PHOENIX SALOONISTS

.'

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

Communication Made Easy

Wf

54 Precinct 10. Yrisarrl
Manuel
Pablo Crespin. Antonio Griego,
'
Gutierrez.
The school board of old Albuquerque yesterday made the appointments
of the teachers for that district for
are
the ensuing term. Those chosen
as follows: Miss Lydia McCreedy,
principal; Misses Ona Schupp. Blanch
Perkins, Dolores Armljo and Anna
Allen. Places were also offered to
two others who have not yet given
their answer.

I

THE

;

!

"'uistrict

"I
they
ana hkycr.(i

111

Vv

I

io

David B Hi!! told a Nw York Mr
association cotmuittf that lie hup- -'
posed it was all rUht for a I'nitud
Stateg senator to Uke a fee. At hi y
rate, Dave can claim there was i.o
iirecedcnt for liitu to refuse one

Vk

Ml

District 47, Precinct 34. ChillU-J- ose
Anas-tacD. Maldonado. D. D. Salas,
Gutierrez.
District 48. Precinct . Atrisco- -J.
Ar- Vidal Mora, Cruz Gonzales, Rafael

'

Sp

C

V.

11

"
District 44. Precinct 7, El Sedillo Donaciano Gutierrez, Manuel Jaramlll0'llstrlct 43. 'Precinct 32. Carnuel
Domingo Garcia. Cleto Rlbonl, Juan A.

h-- s

fit

ti

District 28, Precinct 2S, Atrisco
Valerio Garcia, E. S. Apodaca, J. T.
Herrera..
District 34. Precinct 22, El Cedro
Prfecto Martin, Carlos Gi legos. Jose
Armenta.
District 35. Precinct 3. Alameda
Iedro Chaves, Donaciano Martinez,
Xicanor Pacheco.
District 36, Precinct 4. R. de AlbuquerqueSantiago Garcia, Jose de
Luna, Emelio de Luna.
District 37, Precinct 23, Canonclto
SanPedro Lucero, Rumaldo Samora,
tiago Lobato.
District 38, Precinct 23.1.a Madeira
NiJose Nleto. Jose C. Candelaria,
colas Gutierrez.
Tijera- -J.
1
District 41, Precinct 22.
R. Carpenter, Canuto J anchez. idal

be contributing

1

!

1

tierrez.

MAY

d,

T.

.
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AND MAN WAS THE
CAUSE OF IT ALL
silly. We can add one cent a pound
The sheriff s office again took In one
to all meats and lard and get back
of the young girls who have lately
the eight cents several times.
You see, 1 am tn optimist, Percy. been tripping nlong the primree path
But my optimism carries me even fur- and she was In the woman's cell at
ther. I don't relieve there Is any pos- the county Jail for the second time In
the course of a few weeks, says the
sibility of congress passing
bill.
There Is certain to be some strong Phoenix C.azette.
The girl w as some lime ago arrested
and iionest memlier like Jce Cannon
or Nels Aldrich, who wiil see that the and would have been sent to the recommercial Interests of our great form school but the authorities at the
country are not jeopardized by fool' Crittenden home interposed In her belegislation, and who will tint, the, half and she was taken Into that Inchloroform to any unreasonable bill, stitution. Later a place was secured
for her in a Phoenix home, but It has
Your affectl nate fatner,
not been possible to keep her there
JOHN BEEFHAM.
P. S. I notice that Nels Miles has' and she continually wandered down
hroken loose again. I supposed he'd town. It was r!1 for the love of a
keep under cover after the horrible! man.
beating we gave him at the close of
The girl Is enamored of a young,
freckle-face- d
the Spanish-Americawar. He ought
rellow who
to be suppressed. He's on retired! lays no claim to being a beauty. He
pay and I have half a notion to see1 Is afraid to go with her much as he
that It's taken away from him. Did whs given a good scare when she was
the newspapers print his picture?
arrested before, but be has a hard
time dodging her and frequently finds
JOHN B.
himself In conversation with her. He
A HirH I n
Is anxious that she shall leave Phoeof trouble to contend with, spring nix and even
volunteered to pay her
a
torpid liver and blockaded fare.
ironi
bowels, unless vnu iinitun hom ml It has been decide
to pend her
their proper action with Dr. King's away. She has relatives In the state
K'pn I Ifo Dill.. .1...
of Missouri
she wilt probal.lv be
most effective pill for ConEtluation. sent to that and
state and if ther" Is to be
They prevent appendicitis and tone up another
scarlet chapter' in hr career
me system. Zoc at all druggists.
it will be In new settings.

'
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PACE SEVEN.

mo

DRY AIR

REFRIGERATORS.
Ca.i and let ns show you Its
advantages.

J. D. EMMONS
The FURNITURE MAN.

through Mexico and ending at
the tanious. Intake, has been com- meneed. On fhis line thousands ot
tons of rook will le hauled and used
to
In the construction of the dam
ston the Inflow. The opening through
which toe waters of the Colorado are
pouring into Sal'.on sea Is 4i0 feet
wide.
If necessary, the dam will be
made a mile wide.

W.

i

New

MISFORTUNES FOLLOW
IN
ENGINEER H. P. ELLIOTT.
MEXICAN CENTRAL WRECK.
H. P. Elliott, the Southern Pacific
In
In
men
were
all
killed
the engineer who was Injured several
Five

FIVE KILLED

Business

trial Insurance.
Company.
"Pacific Mutual
New York Life

equitable

4

;

,

Premium.

Amount.
$10,550,735
6.740,291
3.148,630
3,020.300
.'.
i,S00.535
2,287,911

i

;

Northwestern .Mutual
Mutual Life
Metropolitan
Tne Penn Mutual
Mutual Hem fit
Aetna
I'nlon Central

i

....
I
'

(464,139.00
276.618.00
121.163.00
109,797.00
118.064.00
78.457.00
5.774.00
63.401.00
60,284.00
36.828.00
35.878.00
39.436.00

1,601 .830 .

fe

wantfd.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

I

F. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New

Mexico-Arizon-

Room No, 1, N. T. Armljo Building.

BEING

i

a

Auto. Fbone 730

TERR

Superintendent Arthur Trelfonl yesterday announced that the search
within t ne walls of the territorial
penitentiary" for James Scott, the Unit
ed States prisoner wno disappeared
mysteriously a week ago from tne pen
itentiary, had been abandoned. A
quiet hunt for the escaped prisoner
Is being ma.le through the territory
by guards and. members of the mounted police force. It is reasonably certain that Scott is not hiding within
the prison walls. Today the guards
made a long searcn, looking Into every nook and cranny In the penitentiary and yard. The mounted police
say that they Tiave no clue to Scotfs
whereabouts.

fully protects you as to quality. A
same giade of goods.
e n repair shop Is In the hands of skilled men and Is ennlnned with
appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, up- all
noisunng, iruumiug ana yniuLiu. mng up, write or call.

1.478,550
1.429.050
1,406.345
1 .276.345
State
1,129,665
Provident Ufe and Trust'
NOTE Pacific Mutual pud for basis only.
Ijife,
A good reputation at Itime speaks well for any Institution.
Agents
accident and liealth, in oie policy. Write for particulars.

JAMES SCOTT NOT FOUND WITH- IS
IN WALL SEARCH
MADE THROUGH
THE
TORY.

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means of defective
material or workmanship will be made'good
without expense to the,
owner. Irrespective
fi
time of err;c. This.
to prices, you can't beat ours on Uie'

'
COMPNIES IN CALIFORNIA IN 1905.
Written Fum Offlo.al Reports, Exclusive of Indus-

LEADING

STILL MISSING!

down

r
KAI'LKUAU,
TOPICS

WILBURS. TUPPER, President.

ESCAPED CONVICT

Both 'phones.

Corner Second street and Coal avenue.

OF CALIFORNIA

Washington lilspatch snya that
some time ago the Insular luneau of
the war department tried the experiment of sending Into the Philippine
as
a few American donkeys, known
"burros," for uso among the Spanish
speaking people. Advices from the
Islands are that seven, or about half
of the cmMrment. were drowned in
the torrential rains' of the "wet" season, the animals being caught out in
the open and not knowing how to
shelter tVmstlves like the native
ben; s of burden.
The natives, who were a little afraid
of the animals, declared that the burros had drowned because they did not
have sense uioiiiih tj ewe in out of
the ra n.
A

During trie summer months Is.
a gix'd refrigerator, one that
really preserves things, and
does not require much ire.
either. All these, and otuer essentials, are found In the

This Strong:
Guarantee

Pacific Mutiicl Life Insurance Co,

NEW MEXICO
EURROS DO NOT
KNOW ENOUGH TO GET OUT OF
THE RAIN.

NECESSITY

HOUSEHOLD

A

BALDWIN

mm

CITIZEN.

I

NO GOOD IN PHILIPPINES

psi
IfX

EVENING

Only 82 Years Old.
"I am onlv 82 years old anl don't
expect even when 1 get to be leal old
to feel that way as long as I San get
Electric itters," said Mrs. E. H Brun-soSurely there's
of Dublin. Ga.
nothing else keeps the old as young
and makes the weak as strong as this
Dyspepsia. torpid
grand medicine.
liver, inflamed kidneys, or chronic
constitpatlon are unknown aftq- - taking Electric Bitters a reasonabU time.
Ouranteed by all druggists. Prlte 50c.
n,

'

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
SALE, FEED AND TRANS- FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
Second Street,
between Railroad and
"
Copper Avenue.
LIVERY,

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

HALL, Proprietor
It.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, ShefUafe.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa FroaU fe
Buildings.
Itmpalr
? Mining
nd Mill Mmehlnory
mpoolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track. aJbaqaerasa, M a.

.

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,

v

Building SoppHes
ELITE V.AFE
wreck of a freight train on the
ago at Benson, Ariz., seems
months
can Central, near Chihuahua
last
liable to accidents.
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
Incomplete reports of the to be especially
o
Sunday.
He has been
Miner.
Blslee
the
jsays
AT
..,..
WEEK,
ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
.
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"I knew you'd get into troublesome SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO POST- ii.........
frnm
" i ' r iinvc
tint?
uiiiii:.
t
Both Phones
Third and Marque tU
. '
..
Ik.
me jntrnruit .tw.
of these days if you kept on ruining OFFICE.
nine, aja me 1ci Ti nr,., his Benson accident and has met
News.
your machine so fast, said a tneerwith
another accident. While at- The wreck, one of the most frigTit-fu- l temutina
ful friend as the man who owmd the
light a Are in a furnace.
Bain and Old
to
in this part of the country, proved Mr. Elliott in some manner was badly
motor car climbed from tindtl the
NO
CLEAN
CARPET
STEAM
ought
never
Hickory Wagons
Th' feller th't
dreams
fatal to all persons on the engine. burned about the face and hands.
wreck.
'
in a cemetery 'longside uv
five In number.
"Mighty little you know abojt It.
TMOmNTOM Tft Clmmncr
Spring Wagons
not fully recovered from t' be laid
liad
He
plays.
never
you blamed idiot. If I'd kept oi runThose killed were Engineer Ger-- I his Benson injuries. He was nurt th' feller th't
Cleans everything.
He Is the
Buggies and
Moving, packning fast there wouldn't have! been
lock. Fireman Starling, the coal pasFurniture Man.
his engine rolled over an emPROVE IT ANYTIME.
any
ser and two mechanics riding on the when
stopping
it
was
shipping,
unpacking
ing
that
It
accident.
and
and
How
Carr ages
grade.
a
bankment and down
engine.
telegraph pole that did the darage."
setting up, and is no upstart at
Elliott and his fireman es By the Evidence of Albuquerque
Rnirineer
Harness and
The catastrophe was caused by a caped death is a mystery, but they
the business. There is no other
Twenty Year Battle,
washout and not by a collision, as at loth escaped with minor Injuries, con
just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
Saddles
first reported, the scene rf the 'acci- sidering the fearful plunge of the en
"I was a loser In a twenty yetr bat
737 South Walter Street
The dall evidence citizens right
dent being but a short distance out g'r.e on which they were riding.
here at home supply is proof sufficient tle with chronic piles and malgnant
If quality
IfT
i
of the city of Chihuahua.
w
t3 satisfy the greatest skeptic. No sores, until I tried Bucklen's Krnlca
price Is
and
by curJ. A. Starling of Fort Worth, an
you
Southwestern Tariff assoela better proof can be had. Here, is tne Salve; which turned the tide,remains,"
The
what
:
ing both, till not a trace
uncle of Fireman Starling, left for tion has served notice tnat lines In- cause. Read it:
want, we ask
Chihuahua this morning, over tne Mex- terested will use the combination loMrs. J. Hall, of 519 South First St.. writes A. M. Bruce, of Farmvite, Ya. PAINTS. OILS, VARNISHES AND
that you give
ican Central to arrange for a suita- cal tariff sheet, to junction points on says: "One of my daughters suffered Best for old Ulcers. Cuts. Bums and
us a onance
BRUSHES.
ble monument at the grave of the shipments whose destinations are to from backache for alut eight months Wounds. 25c at all druggists.
Lap
Saddles,
Harness,
Leather,
to figure wit
1
young man. who was burled In a pri- points on the Texas Central, while or a year. Sometimes it was so bad
you.
Dusters. Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Pal
mmrt
afVA
b?llowed
to
for
blame
It!"
"You're
mini
vate cemetery, his death having oc- the Texas Central
was
prostrated
completely
years
noand
that she
metto Roof Paint; lasts five
has also served
curred the day following the wreck tice fhat the line will protect the old for a day or so at a time. I read about the angTy husliand. "You enciurnged stops leaks. Cae'a paid for Hides and
KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqne
in which he was crushed and scalded. common point territory raie.
Doan's Kidney Pills in an Albuquer- both of them, and yon knew they were Pelts.
Mr. Starling was about 32 years of
m
que newspaper
they meeting right along, though I lad for- 408 WEST RAILROAD
and thought
AVENUE.
age and unmarried. His mother and
to her. And now
Capital says: Engine might help my daughter and we went bidden him to speak
T.
father, both aged people, live In east- No.The1263, ptka
that a daughter o! mine
which has recently arrived to a drug store for a box. In a re- to thinkelope
THIRD STREET
with a
ern Ohio. J. A. Starling is the near from the Baldwin Locomotive works, markably short time the medicine should
WE FILL
scamp
like
st relative living in Texas.
that!"
assigned to passenger serv- ' took effect and a little longer stopped
has
been
"Oh, cheer up, James," said lis wife
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
Mr. Starling, who Is at present, head
on the coast lines, and was for- the backache. We are pleased to re-- pleasantly.
She's not lost to us.
of Evergreen division, O. R. C, with ice
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEby commend Dan'a Kidnev Pills."
yesterday, accompanied
warded
Meats.
divorce before tie year All Kinds of Fresh and Salt
headquarters at Fort Worth, was for Vvi',..n, Robinson, who will take care
or sale oy an dealers, rnce ou
Consistent
At
t
NUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
Factory.
Steam 8ausage
many years a railroader himself, havCo., Buffalo, N.;1
th engine during the trip from cents. Foster-MilburCOMMERCE.
Prices
ing run on the Texas & Pacific out. of
i ., sole agents tor the i nited states.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Albuquerque.
of Fort Worth far many years. He here to
Don't Be Backward.
Remember tne name Doan's and
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
left the read about ten years ago and
Do not hesitate to ask for a free
58
A. Lovell, superintendent of motive! take no other.
Is now engaged in a large real estate power, has left Chicago for Texas,
sample of Chamberlain's Stonach and
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business In Fort Worth.
Liver Tablet. Wie are glad to give
where lie will make an inspection ot HINTS FOR PLANNING
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anyone
VACATION
Is
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SCREEN TIME
them to
the shops of the Gulf. Colorado
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to
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nrin8
for
Sole
has1
Many
been
IN LONE STAR STATE. controlled by the Santa Fe, but
have
order of the stomach.
screens made to order.
on Summer
acatlons where permanently cured by their use. For
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees,
A dispatch trni Brown wood. Texas, Its general offices In Galveston, Tex. booklet
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PLANING
MILL
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how
ALBUQUERQUE
get
to
there,
to
what
and
Flour.
j
Granite
drttgpists.
says: Work on the Santa Fe cut-ofwm COBl- - 11 contains over eiginy on- Old Chronic "ores
is progressing nicely
OCOOCOCXXX)CXXXDCOCOCOOOC
The surveyors
The picnic baskets for a1e at the
As a dressing for old chronic sores ferent tours, combining rail and water
are now camped on the Jim Ned
No vacation plans should be Mcintosh Hardware company's store
about ten miles from town. The sur- there is nothing so good as Chamber- - routes.
completed without consulting this are Indispensable foi outing parties.
veyors had no difficulty until they Iain's Salve. While tt is not advisable guide.
Groceries.
For a copy address V. C. Rus- reached the mountains where the road . hai r,i aroa entirely thev should R(,
agent,
passenper
Northwestern
will cross the Jim Ned, but
there be kept in good condition, for which 340 Robert street. St. Paul. Allnn.. or
MERCHANT TAILORING
Best on
Hillsl.oro Creamery
Bottled In Bond.
they found quite a hard proposition.
manwith Mauger A Avery, Boston.
passenger
Lynch,
traffic
W.
J.
but one which they think will be over sore nipples Chamberlain's Salve has ager, Chicago.
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
came. Chief Engineer F. M. Jones no superior. For sale by all
RAILROAD
Fe Delivery
AVENUE.
Orders Solicited.
O. DAM
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
is now with the corps. Right of Way
South Second Street.
BIN!, PROPRIETOR.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
TAKE A PLUNGE
MaggCo.
ThcGeo.T.
Agent Furry is fiere, and In a
'
"The young lady wouldn't give nie
My merchant tailoring shop Is upDistillers.
will be in a position to make
&
POOL.
the Browuwood people a proposition a photograph," said the reporter. ''She 504 North First Street. Open Daily, stairs over No. 209 West Railroad ave
FRANKFORT,
KT.
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATK-LOANS- .
patronage
of
nue,
I
solicit
where
the
Just what amount of bonus will be said she wouldn't have one printed in
10 a. m. to 10 o. m.
the public. AH work guaranteed .first
-- oasked is not known, but it is thought the paper."
Automatic phone 451.
"Is that so?" observed the city ediGeneral Repair Shop.
See the picnic baskets In the Mcln class, as I have liad fifteen years' ex
the amount asked wl.. e3sily be withRoom 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
go
back and tell her we're tosh Hardware company's display perlence In the business. Suits made
& EAKIN
MELINI
in reach when the effort is put forth tor. "You
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
going to print one taken two years window.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
to raisf It. Some tuink depot grounds ago,
line and gas stoves repaired.
Sole Agents.
women
when
big
wore
sleeves.
I
will
not
repaired.
specific
use
The
way
county
through
of
the
and risht
ROUGH DRY. injure the cloth.
We do it right.
N. M.
Indies' garments
Albuquirquc,
will be ah that will be asked, but And tell her that if she doesn't give
Next to Walton's drug store, Souta
print It and Imperial Laundry Co.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
Automatic Fbone, 199.
others think much more will be askeo. you a Itbetter onea we'll
street.
Third
photograph taken
'From
label
to order. Give me a trial.
UP TO DATE SIGNS
Try a Citizen Want ad.
"
week.'
last
BAMBINI
O.
MORE TRAIN AGENTS
OF THE CENTRAL.
208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.
The placing of train agents on the
PIONCEH BAH CRY
W. Strong's Sons
0.
main line of the Mexican Central be- Proprietor.
BALLING,
SIMON
-tween El Paso and Mexico City to as-- ,
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
STRONG BLOCK.
sist the conductors in their work has) and CURE
rmm
LUNC8
proven up this time a satisfactory
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
INBUftA MCC.
arrangement to the officials of the
Secretary Mutual Building AssociaWITH
road, it is said, and beginning ou
We desire patronage and we guartion. Office at 217 West Railroad
baking.
antee
August 1, about twenty more men will
first class
avenue.
COMB1N
1207 Smith First Street, Albuquerque.
be given employment as train auditors.!
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
At present only aoout a dozen men'
LENS. NOTHING TO BREAK
M. DRAGOIE
are being employed, only two of these
ONSUMPTI0N
Price
OK INTERFERE
APART
and
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Dealer In
running out of El Paso.' Train agents
Hay,
In
I'rovUlons,
Crocerles,
Dealers
EOcMt.OO
OUGHSand
THE
WITH
MERCHANDISE.
Cemeteries.
Sanchez and Henry run alternately out
GENERAL
Barbara
Esnta
Grain and Fuel.
OLDS
Free Trial.
of El Paso, going as far south as
SIGHT.
MANUFACTURED FY THE
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
Cigars
MONUMENT!
Groceries,
and Tobacco, and
Jiminez.
ex-Similar arrangements
Sureet and ttuicaeat Cure for all
and Cigars. Place your orders for
OPTICAL CO.
BEBBER
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
1st on otner divisions of the road.'
TROUBLUNG
us.
BL,
THROAT and
Both Pnonea. 300 North Broadway, corner ot W
N. Second
IIC
this line with
ALBUQUERQUE N.MEX.
IB
and thus the trains are not covered
LES, or MONET SACS.
ington avenue, Albuquerque, N. la.
at all times.
WitJi the addition of.
IIIIUU
JKIti
the extra force, train agents will be'
on trains over the entire main line,
.
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Superintendent McGovern
of the
Southern Pacific, has arranged the
following additional constructive vacancies on the division: Conductor
and two lirakemin on the L.Tdsburc-E- l
Paso division. The posit llns will
lie opened for filling until July 1.1.
SOUTHERN PACIFIC
FIGHTING COLORADO.
The Southern I'aoiHc and the C i.
orado have locked horns in a d sne.-a- t
ene of which will be
iin rle, the
ai Pilot Knoli. just a few mil's from
YmiM. iind on the outcome depends
whither the Southern Pacific will
s :a!ii have its ir. tin line damaged by
th rising Salion sea, oiiys the Tne
son ivtizen.
In the f.rr-- t
which will lie
hi
wage,; to Mem he water pun Ing into
the Salton sea. thousands w ill lie
spent, hut tile cost will t.e cheaj) ill
the S lit !:! n Pacific wins out i;i the
tnd.
Large gangs of nun are being rush-- i
ed to F'ilot Knoli. and lhe , oust rue-- !
spur from the main1
tion of a nine-milthence leading
line to 'his town.

The Fttttire Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
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mill,
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New
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chnrcbes, Commercial
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Importance
Its
c.
tblpp!n point fer
!. flour, wteat. wine, besci and bsy In Central New Mexico.
Belen Is the

tusine.s and reildence lets.
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A way
to look Young,
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FAST LIMITED

of tbem Improved by cultivation)
Srst-clasmodern hotel.

the center of the eltr. well traded, (man,
yard, drug store, harness stop, etc . etc. Also a
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GO OVER

WARRANTY DEEDS
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
LOTS TO
CHOICEST
TO
SECURE
WhSH
THE
YOU
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF

'

I

ir.

70-to-

!arrl

Ili.Ii.i
ii ilh,
.1

Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town acd Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite

..

:

&

east and west from Chicago,
3eles is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

-

No uncertainty ; nn ! r.jr v.;l-.;-1. it'!"
rtsults. Aii!y Ilii-iito your f;iM- iiiul you II li.r.i- .i

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff
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ALBDQDE QUE

EVEX1N0 CITIZEN.

FRIDAY,

I

fly shaped stockings are almost
inlirious to the feet as badlv fitting sloes., nuv the "Black Cat." line
and gjt the best fitting, longest wear-1UK a
nicest looking hosiery on the
rnsrki. 1.--, to ifci cents for men,
womei and children at P. May's Shoe
Slorej3H West Railroad avenue.

LOCAL. AND
A

ML

t

314

WEST RAILROAD

DAY AND WEATHER.
AVE

Partly cloudy tonight and Satur

GOLD

YOU HAVE
WAN

i

RIGHT TO EXPECT AND GET

A

WE

AND PAY FOR

DO

THE SAME.

PERS, SOLES OR LININGS IN OUR SHOES
BACK.

YOU HAVE THE SAME PRIVILEGE.

YOU
UP-

NOT COME UP

DO

SPECIFICATION'S AND STANDARD.

TO OUR

WHAT

WHEN THE

WE SEND THEM
YOU ARE IN A

PO-

lard, has gone to southern California
to spend a few weeks with friends
John N. Coffin, manager of the
Americun Lumber company mills, left
tnis morning ror t hlcaso on busl
ness.
Miss Price came In from Socorro
this morning to spend a few dava with
Mrs. L. B. titern and Mrs. S nion
Stern.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Sals and children left last night to spend a few
weeks ou Mr. Sals' ranch at Cuss
Colorado, Valencia county.
Leo liuler, clerk In J. A. Skinner's,
grocery store, left Tuesday night for
points in California, where he will
enjoy life for a month or six weeks.
Hon. O. N. Marron, the attorney.
who hus heen spending a six weeks'
vacation In New York state, is expected to return to the city this even
"

SITION TO DEMAND THE BEST VALUES FOR YOUK MONEY,
AND THAT IS WHAT WE GUARANTEE YOU IN OUR SHOES.

MEN'S

HIGH

,

SHOES

MEN'S LOW SHOES

$1.85

to $4.00.

$1.65

to $4.00.

$1.50

to $4.00.

$1.50

to $3.50.

SHOES

WOMEN'S

HIGH

WOMEN'S

LOW SHOES

CHILDREN'S SHOES

85 to $2.25.

Our Green Tag Sales are always successful
and our present one more so than all others

BUTTER.

AND
AVOID
THAT "BUTTER
TROLBLE." MEADOW GOLD IS THE
PERFECT BUTTER IN A PERFECT
AV. H. t'onstiilile. Hip E Puao com
PACKAGE,
mission merchant, cnmeln from the AND CLEAN.KEEPING IT SWEET
south this nioniin.
THE JAFF,i GROCERY CO.
vlirton Hill, the Isletu postmaster
"Good Things to Eat."
and general merchant, 1m here on
o
business and pleasure.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
K. D. niilliird. father of II. H. But 2 bls.ffancy Creamery Butter
4.c

Get Your Money's Worth

They Always Make a Big Hi

o

USE8 MEADOW

day, with local thunder showers.

BUY OUR SOOES AND

13, 1908.

a

PERSONAL

a:

JULY

ing.

Because It's Legitimate and Our Price Reductions Genuine
ZD

roll

50c

This is one of the richest bargains of this sale.
Ion might need an extra vest. Here Is your
chance. We have over a hundred of them lef;
over from suits, which we will sell at 6()c each
Some are out of 2u suits, worth S3
but we
have no further use for them. Take 'em at
50
How about a nice fancy vest? We have a full
assortment and have about put the price In two
The little green tag does the business.
All S3. 50 Fancy Vests, now ., .
a r
All 14.50 Fancy Vests, now
.".'.',.'.82 IK)

Callnlnla Raspberries, ner can.. 150
Pint hr of Strained Honev
20c
3 carl of Mustard Sardines
2Cc
8 ban of standard Laundrv Soap.. 25c
1
Pki of Force and 1 nkii. of
Shielded WSieat Biscuit for
2Hc
cail of California Plums
25c
1 II).
,3.ric
if Walter Baker's Chocolate.
T
tic
Chllinc. per pkg
Wall ftper. I:rder and ceiling, per
don Ie

ODD VESTS. WORTH UP TO $2.00
Each, placed in this sale at

J--

A

PAIRS OF SHOES, WORTH FROM
to $4.C0 per pair, at

S3.50

$2.75

I
!

Here is a chauce to get a good pair of shoes
cheap. We have about 2.10 pairs of odd shoes
They represent dress as well as working shoes
and are a big bargain. flood make, all s'ses'
worth up to $4.50. We will put them out at. per
pair
bo" y
As a Special Inducement to Increase our shoe
trade, we offer free, 25 cents worth of hosiery
with every pair of Douglus shoes sold during this
sale.

12V4C

Here are two eye-ope- n
ers for you from the

THF MAZE,
William Kieke, Proprietor.
DO IfOU KNOW

THAT WE WILL
HAVBTHE LARGEST SUPPLY AND
GREATEST
VAHIETY
OF FRUIT
AND VEGETABLES .
THE CITY,
AMOIM3 WHICH WILL BE:
RASPIERRIES.
PINEAPPLES.
CANTALOUPES.
PLUMS.
STRAWBERRIES.
WATERMELONS.
PEACHES.
APPLES.
PEARS.
GREIN CORN.
CAULIFLOWER.
SQUiSH.
WAX BEANS.
PEAS.
at
J. W. ANDERSON & CO S.,
"The Good Luck Store."
3xh rhones.

Hairy Cooper, deputy United States
marshal, is at Deniing, from which
SAUCES AND CONOIMENTS.
city he will take several Chinese to
San Krancisco for deportation back
when purchased at P. P. Trotter's to China.
grocery store, ir sure to bring the
John Belknap came in from Thoi- right flavor to all dishes Into which eau and Ketner, In the Zuni mountCiitnp Gleucoe. the new summer reains, last night. He Is the superin sort
Bea"r Canyon, opens for reguthey enter. This Is because we al tendent of the Americun I.nmhnr lar jat
hoarders and campers tomorrow.
ways procure the best manufactured. company mills.
Specjal dinner Sunday, 50 cents: sup
Ralph Dunbar, known to the voune per. 3o centB. For accommodations
We And' out first what brands are repeople of the city as "Toots." left to Add i pss Camp Glencoe. City.
liable and personally guarantee them. day
for Denver, where he will mtnele
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE
wnn tne juks rrom all over the coun
TO GET
try next week.
FOR
STRAWBERRIES
ORDER
EARLY.
Miss Sue Zuzer. Presbvterln n mis PRESERVING.
siouary at renasco, Taos county, YOU CAN'T GET THEM NEXT
passed through the city last night for WE K AT THIS PRICE. A. J.
soutnern California, where she will MAIOY.
n
Noe. 118 and 120 South 8econd street spend her vacation.
4y."i'
ORDERS
TAKEN FOR FANCY
ur. ana Mrs. A. E. Bessette, who WORK
AND
PLAIN
SEWING
enjoyed their honeymoon In Chicago STAMPING DONE AT MRS. WIL- have returned to San Marctal, where SONS, 224 WEST GOLD.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
T. Y. MAYNARD
me uoctor is located as the physician
o
A food place to spend your even
and surgeon of the Santa Fe road.
bowling alleys
Hon. Charles F. Easlev. one of the Ings
democratic wheelhorses of Santa Fe. Carl Holman, Manager.
Is In the cltv on business todav.
He
IT IS LIKE COINING MONEY TO
will probably return to the canitai
TRA6E AT KEMPENICK'S.
BIO
evening:
this
if not. t
GES1 SALE IN CITY, JULY 14 TO
ing. sure.
line
21.
The Flagstaff Gem says: Mrs. S. S.
Going to th mountains Sunday? We
Acker and daughter Jennie have re
turned from Albuquerque, where they will ban you' a folding pocket kodak
inspection.
nan ueen to nave a surgical oneration Houston. 205 West Railroad avenue.
performed on the last named. The
operation was a success and she is PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING,
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
getting along nicely.
All kinds of work done promptly
While delivering groceries on the and satisfactorily. Contracts taken.
THE ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
Highlands this morning the driver for Leave orders at. 714 West Tijeras ave
lie bkluner Grocery comnaiiu lienrd nue.
W. F. WARDWELI,.
commotion from where he had left
rt
his team and arrived in time to see
REMNANTS OF ALL KINDS OF
y
hem doing a
stunt towards DRESS GOODS WORTH UP TO 25
ne city. The team of bays ran from CENTS A YARD. YOUR CHOICE
120 South Williams street to the NOW I'V CENTS A YARD.
KEM
corner of First street and Gold av PENICHS
enue wunoui aamagtng the wagon or
The Aiouquerque bowling alleys,
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
pining any or the groceries. A tel
ephone pole there, however, eot In 118 West; Gold avenue, are open for
tneir way, and they came to a sud business under new management.
den halt, with the tongue of the wag Special attention given to lady howlCarl Holman,
on snapped in two. No further dam- ers In tne mornings.
Manager.'.
age was done team or wagon.
Mrs. F. M. Bralnard and dauehter.
FOR RALE.
Miss Estel. left on the No. 2 this
Big bargain,
home, with
morning for Denver, where they will bath. Inquire of H. S. Knight.
xne
lane in
talks' convention next
HARDWARE.
1,000 PAIRS, OF MEN'S, LADIES
week. Mr. Bralnard. who is an Klk
and has charge of the Elks' local AND CHILDREN'S SHOES AT LESS
HARNESS
building, regretted very much that he THAN
FIFTY CENTS ON THE
could not go, but business here pre- DOLLAR, JULY 14 TO 21. L.
SADDLES
vented him from taking the trip.
Captain Fred Fornofl. of the New
.
IMPORTED
MUNCHEN
Mexico mounted police, arrived in the
CHINA
AT THE
city last night from Santa Fe. and WHITE ON DRAUGHT,
ELEPHANT.
was In conference with Lieutenant
GLASSWARE
Baca and Mounted Policeman Myers.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
concerning the escape of the United WALTON'S DRUG STORE.
PLUMBING
States prisoner, James Scott, who has
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
made a mysterious
from the
TINNING
territorial penitentiary.
No trace of to be washed over. Imperial Laundry
him has yet been discovered.
It is uo.
also rumored that another prisoaer
See the picnic baskets In the Melnhas recently escaped.
towh
Hardware company's display

F. F. TROTTER

I

Boys' Department
$2.90
at

Any Boy's Suit in the store, aged 3 to
years, value up to $6, Green Tagged

Any pair of Boys' Pants, sizes 3 to 15
years, value up to S1.25, now Green

15

at

Tagged

Green Tag Specials

'

The
Green Tag

The
Green Tag

Any pair of

Boys' Corduroy
1'ants. worth up to 11.25,

is

now
$1.00

more

now
I

successful
than
ever before

50

White

Plaited

Shirts.

Fine Mercerized Shirts.

now
75c Working Shirts, now
$1.00 Working Gloves, now
50c Uniaundered White Shirts,
now
AND OTHEFtS TOO NUMEROUS
MENTION.

45c

has
proven

45
60
25
45
75
35

a regular
price
paralyzer

TO

Simon Stern, the Railroad Ave. Clothier

i

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
Fine new
Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service
and Saving

i

Fail Not to Attend Our New Clothing Store During Our

$100,000.00

two-fort-

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

HARDWARE

Reduction Sale
BIG BARGAINS IN MEN'S AND BOYS' WEAR

five-roo-

HOF-BRAU-

get-aw-

-

ALBUQUERQUE
.

our fruit window has attracted
considerable attention this week. just now we
have:

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

mm

cooking apples.
pineapples.
PEARS.
PLUMS.
LIMES.

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watehee, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

20

I

black raspberries.
colorado cherries.
california strawberries.
colorado currants.
eating apples.

Give us your ROUGH DRY work.
Monday, and get Is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
are indispensable for outing parties.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
Remember, Eureka la the onlv lime
sold here that will not pop, crack or
blister in the wall. See that it Is
specified In your contract.
HAHN & CO.

LEMONS.
ORANGES.
BANANAS.

CANTALOUPES.
WATERMELONS.

We Invite

Great Clearance Sale

window.

lo

Per Cent
Discount

See the picnic baskets in the Mcintosh Hardware company's display
window.
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION.
LOST Lndys short Jacket on West
Railroad avenue. Finder please return to Citizen office and receive
reward.
WANTED
A first class, double entry
gentleman bookkeeper. Address P.
O. lock box 148, giving address.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN Four
months-olwater spanled. Finder
return to II. O. Brooks, San Jose
market and receive reward.
d

i
More goods reduced for clearance than ever before. More odd lots. More
broken lines. Greatest variety of merchandise we ever had at this season.

Read Your Savings in These Prices
All Men's Outing and Business Suits, ranging in price from $7.50 to
$27.50 (Blues and Blacks reserved),

At a Discount of

iJ

20

From Regular Prices

cnusnsm

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Dr.B.M.Williams
.DENTIST.
Office over Mandell'a on Railroad
avenue, between First and Second
Streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a m.. IrSil
to 5 p. in. Auto 'phone 203.
Dr. Williams has practiced hU pro
fession la I.as Vegas for the ;)a.st

SEE WINDOWS FOR OTHER PRICES

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

FRESH CUT FLOWERS.

seventeen years.
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W. R. P. Aw.
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Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

U3, H5, U7 Sooth First Street

401, 403 North First Street

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
)
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MclMTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

& COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
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21 S West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO
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